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ABSTRACT 

The U.S. Department of Energy is carrying out a national program to assure the safe shipment 
of radioactive materials. As part of this overall effort, the Hazardous Materials Information Center 
of Oak Ridge National Laboratory has developed the comprehensive Legislative and Regulatory 
Information System, which contains information on federal-, state-, and local-level legislative and 
regulatory actions pertaining primarily to the shipment of radioactive materials. Specific subject 
areas chosen to highlight particular transportation restrictions include: (1) identification of state 
agency responsible for regulating transportation, (2) type of escorts required, (3) areas requiring 
prior notification, (4) areas requiring permits or licenses, and (5) areas totally banning transporta-
tion of all radioactive materials. Other legislative information being categorized and of immediate 
relevance to the transportation issues is covered under the areas of disposal, storage, and manage-
ment of radioactive materials; establishment of additional regulations; emergency response regula-
tions; moratoriums on power plant construction and siting; radiption safety and control studies; and 
remedial action studies. The collected information is abstracted, indexed, and input into one of the 
two data bases developed under this information system—Current Legislation Data Base and His-
torical Legislation Data Base. An appendix is included which provides a summary of the state and 
local laws affecting the transportation of radioactive materials throughout the United States. 

The Legislative nnd Regulatory Information System is supported by the Transportation Tech-
nology Center located at Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, New Mexico. This system is 
intended to serve the research and development community and its projects, and the information 
stored within the data bases is available upon request to those researchers and decision makers 
representing governmental, academic, industrial, and foreign interests. 

vii 



1. INTRODUCTION 

The transportation of radioactive materials, as well as hazardous materials in general, has been 
an ever-increasing concern and a subject of numerous regulations and legislative actions worldwide. 
Since early 1977 such efforts in the United States have been escalating on the federal, state, and 
local levels, with the state and local levels exhibiting an unprecedented rate of activity. The most 
common actions affecting transportation of radioactive materials involve establishment of a specific 
agency or agencies to regulate transportation of such materials, requests that notification be made 
prior to shipment, requirements for special permits and escorts, and attempts to completely ban the 
transport of nuclear waste materials. Knowledge of all these regulations and legislative actions are 
essential to shippers and carriers as well as management and planning personnel. 

The Transportation Technology Center (TTC) of the U.S. Department of Energy's (DOE's) 
Sandia National Laboratories in Albuquerque, New Mexico, is currently involved in a research and 
development program to assure a national capability to analyze and resolve the complex problems 
of nuciear material transportation. At Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL), Oak Ridge, 
Tennessee, this overall effort is being supported through the Transportation Technology Group in 
the Chemical Technology Division and the Hazardous Materials Information Center (HMIC) of 
ORNL's Information Center Complex, Information Division. This latter organization has developed 
the Legislative and Regulatory Information System, a comprehensive information system that con-
tains federal-, state-, and local-level legislative and regulatory actions pertaining primarily to the 
shipment of radioactive materials.1 

The purpose of this document is to present an overview of the contents of the information sys-
tem and to describe how the data are structured and made available. An appendix is provided that 
summarizes slate and local laws affecting the transportation of hazardous/radioactive materials; the 
information included represents data colfected as of December 1981. 

2. SOURCES OF LEGISLATION 

A variety of resources are available that routinely track legislation being introduced on the 
federal, state, and local levels. An extensive effort has been made to review all of these sources and 
choose the ones that would provide the most up-to-date, complete, and accurate information. After 
reviewing the results of this survey, it was determined that a single resource did not sufficiently 
cover all relevant legislation. Therefore, the following were selected as primary resources: 

1. Legislex-A legislative information system located in Columbus, Indiana, covering all legisla-
tion being introduced on state and federal levels. 

2. Federal-State Reports, Inc. (FSRj—Legislative tracking systems located in Falls Church, Vir-
ginia, covering state- and local-level legislation. 

3. Information Report on State Legislation—A newsletter published by the U.S. Nuclear Regula-
tory Commission's Office of State Programs covering state and local nuclear legislation. 

4. Congressional Quarterly Weekly Report and The Congressional Record Scanner—Weekly 
publications by Congressional Quarterly, Inc., Washington, D.C. 

'C. S. Fore and M. M. Heiskell, "Transportation of Radioactive Materials: Legislative and Regulatory 
Information System," pp. 1067-71 in PATRAM '80, Proceedings of the Sixth International Symposium on 
Packaging and Transportation of Radioactive Materials, Berlin, Federal Republic of Germany, November 
10-14, 1980; International Congress Center, Berlin, 1981. 

1 
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5. Nuclear News—A monthly journal published by the American Nuclear Society. 

6. General Aton •;<• Company Newsletter—Issued in San Diego, California, highlighting state and 
local legislation. 

7. Hazardous Materials Transportation—A monthly newsletter issued by Cahners Publishing 
Company, Boston, Massachusetts. 

8. Traffic World—A. weekly newsmagazine published by the Traffic Service Corporation, Wash-
ington, D.C. 

9. Federal Register— A daily publication of the National Archives and Records Service of the 
General Services Administration, Washington, D.C. 

Current information is also received on a regular basis from TTC, legislative contacts within 
each state, regulatory agencies, U.S. DOE field offices, individual carriers, and other personnel and 
agencies interested in staying abreast of legislative actions. 

3. DATA BASE STRUCTURE 

The information contained in the Legislative and Regulatory Information System has been 
organized into two specialized data bases. The data files are separated according to status level of 
the legislation, that is, current legislation versus historical legislation. The Current Legislation Data 
Base includes all legislative actions introduced during the present calendar year or those bills car-
ried over from the previous year's sessions. The second data file, Historical Legislation Data Base, 
consists of all legislative actions since 1976 that have passed and become public laws, as well as 
those bills and regulations that were unsuccessful and were classified as having died or failed during 
one of the lawmaking sessions. 

Currently, the data bases include federal-, state-, and local-level legislation with emphasis on the 
transportation of radioactive materials. Also included are laws affecting carrier's operations such as 
restrictions on the use of the Golden Gate Bridge, the Eisenhower Memorial Tunnel, the 9th Street 
Expressway, SW. in Washington, D.C., and the Pennsylvania Turnpike. Because of their relevance 
to the transportation issue, related actions involving areas such as disposal and storage of 
radioactive wastes, moratoriums on power plant construction and siting, radiation safety and control 
studies, and remedial action studies (e.g., decommissioning of nuclear facilities and cleanup of con-
taminated land) are also included in the data bases. 

Jointly, the data bases contain approximately 1300 entries that have been abstracted and 
indexed into a specialized format. This format establishes a system for storing, selectively searching, 
and documenting specific pieces of legislation. The information stored in the data bases has been 
structured for ease in retrieving all or specific parts of the bill or regulation. The data are entered 
into the data base under specific headings called fields that have been structured in a hierarchical 
nanner (see Fig. I). 

This structured format provides a simple means of retrieving pertinent legislative information 
in a variety of ways. For example, when a user requests information about a particular bill but can 
recall only the bill's subject and/or the representative state, the request could be answered through 
one or more of the following methods. (1) Each field could be searched separately (i.e., 
<STATE>) . (2) The hierarchical fields could be used for automatic searching of its subfields. (3) 
The complete text of an entry could be searched for the relevant data. The last method is not 
encouraged because of the large amount of computer time required to scan each record in the entire 
data base. Best results are usually obtained when the specialized keywords and subject categories 
developed for the project are used. Some additional examples of requests routinely answered by the 
information center are presented at the end of this section. 
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LEGISLATIVE A N D REGULATORY 
INFORMATION SYSTEM 

Input Form 

< R E F E R E N C > 

<IDENTIFI> <STATE> <LOCALE> 

<BILLNUM> <TITLE> 

<STATUS> 
<CSTATUS> < H S T A T U S > 

<SPONSOR> <TYPE L E O <REF REPT> 

<SOURCE> 

< I N D E X I N G > 

<CATEGORY> < M O D E > 

<REGION> <MAP COOR> <SORTCODE> 

<KEYWORDS> 

<COMMENTS> 

<ABSTRACT> 

Fig. 1. Input Form for the Legislative and Regulatory Information System. 
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The legislative information stored in the data bases has been grouped into 15 different subject 
categories. Those categories chosen to highlight the particular transportation restrictions are as fol-
lows: 

1. Escort—areas where escorts are required and the agency which is to provide the escort; 

2. Notify—areas where prenotification or registration is required; 

3. Permit—areas where special permits, licenses, or insurance requirements exist; 

4. Prohibit—areas where transportation of all hazardous materials is banned; and 

5. Weight—areas where maximum weights and dimensions for truck and rail shipments are regu-
lated and identified. 

Other legislative information being categorized and of immediate relevance to the transportation 
issues is covered under the following subject areas: 

1. Agency—state agency responsible for regulating transportation; 

2. Approval—areas where transportation is permitted and the legislative body granting the appro-
val; 

3. Disposal and Storage—actions affecting disposal, storage, and overall management of radioac-
tive wastes; 

4. Emergency—emergency response regulations as well as a state's agency contact for emergency 
plans; 

5. Legal Aspects—identification of legal and financial responsibilities (i.e., liabilities); 

6. Legislative Contact—legislative services contact in each state or county for copies of bills; 

7. Power—actions dealing with power plant construction and siting moratoriums, storage pool 
expansions, and general operations of nuclear power plants; 

8. Radiation Safety and Control—monitoring and measurement studies relevant to radiation pro-
tection; 

9. Regulations—actions establishing the need for additional regulations relevant to transportation 
issues (e.g., establishment of study groups); and 

10. Remedial Actions—legislation dealing with decommissioning of nuclear facilities, cleanup of 
uranium mill tailings, and restoration of contaminated sites. 

Multiple categories are occasionally used in the <CATEGORY> field whenever legislation deals 
with more than one general area. The subject categories can be easily revised as new technology 
develops and as needs change. 

In addition to the generic subject categories, 17 basic picces of information are being extracted 
on each legislative action and stored in specially designed identifier fields structured hierarchically. 
This general information is gathered and organized in the following manner: 

1. Identification—provides for identification of contributor and abstractor of the legislation. 

2. State—identifies individual states where legislation has been enacted. All federal-level actions 
are classified under the heading United States and entered in this field. 

3. Locale—determines exact area (e.g., Port of Miami) that the particular legislation affects. If 
legislation pertains to the entire state, the state name will appear. 

4. Bill number—includes a retrospective list of numbers that have been assigned to a bill or reso-
lution, that is, House, Senate, or Assembly number given at date of introduction; public law 
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number assigned when the bill is adopted into law; and the referencing title and chapter 
number to the act that the bill is amending. 

5. Title—lists the complete title of the legislative action as well as previous titles under which the 
legislation might have appeared. 

6. Status—provides a comprehensive and up-to-date summary of actions affecting each bill. The 
primary status levels are: date of introduction to legislative body, date forwarded to a commit-
tee and name of committee, hearing dates established, date of amendments, date the lawmak-
ing body (Senate or House) acted upon the legislation and action taken, date the legislation 
was implemented into law or the action was reversed by other legislative actions. This field 
functions hierarchically in providing the current versus the historical status of a bill. 

<CSTATUS> is a subset of the < S T A T U S > field and contains the current status of 
the legislation; and 
<HSTA TUS>, also a subset of the < S T A T U S > field, contains the historical status of 
the legislative action. 

For ease in retrieving bills of a particular status level (e.g., pending or adopted into law), 
each major status change entered in those fields is preceded by a main heading: (1) introduced 
(proposed or pending legislation), (2) required (bills adopted, approved, or signed by the gover-
nor), or (3) denied (actions that were rejected, defeated, killed, or died during a lawmaking 
session). 

7. Sponsor—identifies the person(s) originating the bill. 

8. Type of Legislation—designates legislation according to federal, state, county, and municipal 
levels and includes actions affecting carrier operations. The following four levels are used in the 
data base: 

1. Federal—actions by Congress; 
2. State—actions by a state; 
3. Local—actions by municipalities, counties, etc.; and 
4. Operational—actions affecting the carrier (e.g., restrictions involving tunnels, bridges, 

culverts, toll roads, port authorities, major highways, interstates, etc.). 

9. Reference Report—provides area for identification of any reports generated by study groups 
formed through previous legislative actions. 

10. Source—identifies the initial supplier of the information and any additional sources of informa-
tion as the status level changes. The word "bill" is included to indicate that an actual copy of 
the bill and/or act has been obtained. 

11. Mode—makes it possible to determine which mode or modes of transportation (boat or barge, 
rail, truck, plane, or intermodal transport) are affected by the legislation. 

12. Region—contains the regional codes given to each state according to the geographic designa-
tion as well as the U.S. Department of Energy and the U.S. Department of Transportation 
regional classifications. 

13. Mapping Coordinates—provide codes necessary to link the data base to the Oak Ridge Geo-
graphies Mapping Program. 

14. Sortcode—provides a means of sorting the data base for special off-line requests (e.g., creating 
summary tables and sorting the data into categories for analysis). 

15. Keywords—provide a means of selecting information generically. Each entry is indexed to 
reflect the area covered under the selected subject category or categories. Examples include 
WASTES, RADIOACTIVE; PROHIBIT TRANSPORTATION; SPENT FUEL; PROHIBIT 
DISPOSAL; NOTIFICATION; INTERSTATES; TUNNELS. 
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16. Comments—provides a brief summary of the legislative actions contained in the bill. 

17. Abstract—describes in detail the actual conte.its of the bill. Where possible, the entire wording 
of the bill is entered. 

A sample record from the Current Legislation Data Base is provided in Fig. 2. 
The following cases are examples of information requests that are routinely received and pro-

cessed by the information center. 

Case /: What restrictions would be encountered in transporting radioactive materials 
from Oak Ridge, Tennessee, to Los Alamos, New Mexico? 
Case 2: Which areas in the United States require escorts for the transportation of spent 
fuel? 
Case 3: What emergency response plans have been adopted by the city of New York in 
the event of an accident involving the transportation of spent fuel? 
Case 4\ What is the current status of New York's House Bill 7864? 

Each one of these cases can be easily and quickly answered by means of searching one or more 
of the previously described identifier fields. In Cas . for example, the <KEYWORDS> field 
would be searched for the existence of two keywords listed in the project's thesaurus, 'SPENT 
FUEL' and 'PROHIBIT TRANSPORTATION.' In Case 4, all one would need to do is locate the 
entry that has 'New York' in the <STATE> field and 'H7864' in the < B I L L N U M > field, then 
list the <CSTATUS> field for the current status of the bill. 

Each question can be answered in a variety of ways to produce the same answer. This flexibil-
ity of the system is a result of the unique structure of the data base. 

4. TRACKING LEGISLATION 

In addition to the routine task of actively searching for newly introduced legislation on the 
federal, state, and local levels, an even greater effort involves tracking those legislative actions that 
are pending. The majority of the states' legislatures convene during the first quarter of the calendar 
year. Therefore, most of the new bills introduced during a calendar year on the subject of transpor-
tation of radioactive materials are identified during this period and input into the system. The 
remaining nine months are spent keeping up to date with any new action(s) that might have 
changed the current status of the bills. 

Updates to the system are made as soon as the new information is received. The updates may 
vary from twice a week to once a month, depending upon the time of the year. For example, during 
the legislatures' most active period, an action track will be submitted at least once a week as 
opposed to only once a month during the last quarter of the year. Other factors that affect the 
updating schedule include: (1) adjournment dates of the state legislatures, (2) bills that automati-
cally carry over to the new year's session versus those bills that automatically die at the end of the 
calendar year, and (3) the governor's response period for approving or vetoing a bill. The time 
period for each of these factors differs in each state. Special sessions are often called after tne 
states' legislatures have adjourned. These must also be closely checked for new information. 

Two special cases that often occur in the federal and state legislative sessions and that present 
additional problems in tracking pending legislation involve the renumbering and the merging of 
bills. The first case occurs when a bill has been rejected or not acted upon before the close, of the 
regular legislative session. In many instances, this same bill is reintroduced during the following 
year's session under a new bill number. The second case relates to two or more active bills having 
similar content. By the time these bills reach the committee or hearing stages, they are often 
merged together to form a new bill and given one of the existing bill numbers or assigned a new 
number. 
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m 735 m* 
<REFERENC> 

<IDENTIFl> 
<STATE> 
<LOCALE> 
<BILLNUM> 
<TITLE> 
<STATUS> 

<CSTATUS> 
<HSTATUS> 

<SPONSOR> 
<TYPE L E O 
<REF REPT> 
<SOURCE> 

<1NDEXING> 

<CATEGORY> 
<MODE> 
<REGION> 
<MAP COOR> 
<SORTCODE> 
<KEYWORDS> 

<COMMENTS> 

<ABSTRACT> 

CTD/LR1S, CSF 
Virginia 
State of Virginia 
V A-H1918 

Chapter 3.3, Transportation of Hazardous Radioactive Materials 

Required 03/27/79 
Introduced 01/22/79; Committee (General Laws); Date Unknown 
Grayson; Diamonstein; Scott. R.C.; Dickinson; Murray; Michie 
State 
None 
NRC State Program Report dtd. 3/23/79; GA Newsletter dtd. 
6/19/79; DOE-ORO Trans. Br. Chief; Bill 

Notify 
Truck 
E 
N/A 
08 
RAHIOACTIVE MATERIALS; NOTIFICATION; PROHIBIT TRANSPORTATION; 
HEALTH DEPARTMENT; HAZARDOUS MATERIALS; DEFINITIONS; 
EMERGENCY SERVICES OFFICE; ROUTES 

Bill provides for defining of hazardous radioactive materials, requires 5 days prior notification 
(including proposed route), provides for approval of plans, and provides for notification of 
local officials along route. Directs the Office of Emergency Services to monitor the 
transportation of radioactive materials within the state. Approval would be supplied by the 
coordinator of the Office of Emergency Services. 

The Coordinator of the Office of Emergency Services (COES), by July 31, 1979, in 
conjunction with the Commissioner of the Virginia Department of Health, shall define and 
make public a list of these hazardous radioactive materials, the transportation of which may 
constitute a significant protential danger to the citizens of the Commonwealth of Virginia in 
the event of accidental spillage or release. No person shall transport, or cause to be 
transported, into, through, or within the Commonwealth of Virginia any hazardous 
radioactive materials as defined by the COES pursuant to 44-146.30 of this chapter unless 
such person has notified the COES no later than five days before the transport of such 
materials. Such notice shall include (1) the route proposed to be taken, (2) the proposed 
time of transportation, (3) the material to be transported, (4) the method of the proposed 
transportation, and (5) any additional information that may be required by the COES. The 
COES shall approve, disapprove or approve with conditions, any plans lo transport 
hazardous radioactive materials and shall notify the person submitting such plan of its 
approval, disapproval or conditional approval, no later than forty-eight hours before the 
proposed time of transport. The COES, as soon as practical after approval of plans to 
transport hazardous radioactive material, and no later than twenty-four hours before the 
time of such transport begins, shall notify the appropriate official in such political 
subdivision through which such shipment shall pass of the route, time, and nature of the 
hazardous material to be transported. The Board of Health will promulgate rules and 
regulations governing the transportation of radioactive materials by January I, 1980. 

Fig. 2. Sample record for the Current Legislation Data Base. 
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5. SYSTEM DESIGN 

The Legislative and Regulatory Information System is part of a comprehensive, integrated infor-
mation system serving many U.S. DOE/ORNL research and development projects. This larger sys-
tem, called ORCHIS (Oak Ridge Computerized Hierarchical Information System), is intended to 
serve the research and development community and its projects with an integrated information pro-
cessing, retrieval, and analysis system capable of handling alphanumeric and digital information. 
Within the ORCHIS system, the Automated Data Set Editing Program (ADSEP) provides the 
data management for the data bases. The program will easily update the existing files by adding, 
deleting, or editing entries; restructure the data base contents; and merge specific sections of a 
record into a specialized format. Output is available in many unique forms, such as hard-copy on 
different paper sizes ready for publication. 

Retrieval of the computerized information is handled through the ORLOOK (Oak Ridge 
Look) program, which is an integral part of the ORCHIS system. ORLOOK functions in a time-
sharing teleprocessing environment on the IBM 3033 computer at ORNL, and access is via remote 
terminals acoustically coupled to standard dial-up telephone lines. The ORLOOK program handles 
linear files created and maintained by ADSEP. The command language utilizes simple keyword 
verbs (e.g.. look, list, print) entered at the user's typewriter terminal. 

During 1981, ORNL purchased a new data management system called INQUIRE. This system 
organizes numeric and textual data in a more highly structured manner than does ORCHIS. The 
retrieval aspects of INQUIRE offer the user a wide variety of ways to obtain specific or general 
information. For example, the system provides the user an opportunity to summarize or view the 
requested data in an online tabular form. One of the two data bases stored under the Legislative 
and Regulatory Information System, the Current Legislation Data Base, has been converted to the 
INQUIRE system and is now available for online searching through this new system. The contents 
of the second, the Historical Legislation Data Base, will be converted during FY-1982. A users' 
manual will also be compiled during FY-1982 that describes in detail the steps needed in conduct-
ing an online computer search of these data bases. 

6. SYSTEM EXPANSION 

Because legislative actions and regulations imposed on the transportation sector prohibit or re-
strict the use of an existing highway or rail system (operational restrictions), selection of alternative 
shipping routes is often necessary. Such restrictions might include weight limits imposed for specific 
bridges that might be used in the shipment of spent reactor fuel. Work has begun on developing an 
interface between the truck- and rail-routing programs2 and the legislative data bases, so that re-
strictions in specified areas of the country can be identified and their influence reflected on route 
maps estimated for specific shipments of radioactive material. 

Consideration is being given to using the Legislative and Regulatory Information System to 
collect and process information on actions that affect the movement of radioactive materials inter-
nationally. 

2D. S. Joy, P. E. Johnson, D. B. Clark, and S. C. McGuire, "Predicting Transportation Routes for 
Radioactive Wastes," pp. 415-25 in Waste Management '81: The State of Waste Isolation in the United States 
and Elsewhere: Advocacy, Programs, and Public Communications: Proceedings of the ANS Topical Meeting 
on Waste Management. Tucson. Ariz.. February 23-26, I98l\ Arizona Board of Regents, Tucson, Ariz., 1981. 
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7. AVAILABILITY 

The Legislative and Regulatory Information System functions as a repository for data on all 
legislation that immediately affects or could eventually affect the transportation of radioactive 
materials. Such legislative actions have been escalating at a high rate since 1977, particularly at the 
local level. As the potential for impacts grows and as the consequences of these impacts become 
more severe, the system will serve as a means of increasing awareness of the regulatory and legisla-
tive actions being generated and acted upon. The contents of the data bases could also be used for 
planning routes and determining trend analyses. The system has been in operation for approxi-
mately two years and is capable of meeting these needs. 

The Legislative and Regulatory Information System is intended to serve the research and 
development community and its projects. Presently, the information stored within the data bases is 
available upon request to those researchers and decision makers representing governmental, 
academic, industrial, and limited foreign interests. Online access to the system has been restricted to 
the funding agency (TTC) and specifically authorized and approved contractors. Requests for addi-
tional information about the system or requests for specific legislative information stored in the data 
bases should be forwarded to the following contacts: 

Oak Ridge National Laboratory 
P.O. Box X 
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37830 

Attention: C. S. Fore or 
L. B. Shappert 

Transportation Technology Center 
Sandia National Laboratories 
P.O. Box 5800 

Albuquerque, New Mexico 87185 

Attention: E. W. Shepherd 

Phone: (615)574-7769/FTS 624-7769 Phone: (505)844-1740/FTS 844-1740 
(615)576-2065/FTS 626-2065 
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Table Al. Summary by state of categories of 
restrictions relevant to the transportation 

of radioactive/hazardous materials" 

State 
Type of re'.triction 

State 
Prohibit Escort No t i f y Permit 

Alabama 
Alaska 
Arizona Lb S r 

Arkansas S 
Cal i fornia L L L, S S 
Colorado L S 
Connecticut S L, S 
Delaware L 
Distr ict of Columbia L 
Florida L L S 
Georgia L L, S L , S 
Hawai i 
Idaho 
Il l inois L, S 
Indiana L 
Iowa S S 
Kansas 
Kentucky S 
Louisiana S s 
Maine L 
Mary land L. S L L. S 
Massachusetts L L 
Michigan L S L . S 
Minnesota 
Mississippi 
Missouri S 
Montana 
Nebraska 
Nevada L 
New Hampshire S 
New' Jersey L, S L . S 
New Mexico 
New York L L. S L. S 
Nor th Carol ina S 
Nor th Dakota 
Ohio L. S L. S L, S 
Oklahoma 
Oregon 
Pennsylvania L L. S 
Rhode Island S L. S 
South Carol ina L L L. S S 
South Dakota S 
Tennessee L s s 
Texas L L 
Utah 
Vermont L s 
Virginia S s S 
Washington s 
West Virg in ia L 
Wisconsin 
Wyoming 

"For a description of the specific state and local legislative 
actions, see Table A2. 

'Local- level legislation. 
rState-level legislation. 



Table A2. Transportation of radioactive/hazardous materials—legislation adopted at state and local levels (as of December 1981). 
State/Locale 

Alabama, 
state 

dote 

Unknown 

llatnia, 
State 

&11 
•odes 

Alabama, 
State 

True* 

Arizona, 
State 

On known 

Arizona, 
State 

All 
•odes 

Arizona* 
State 

Onknown 

Type of 
restriction 

Regulations; 
Disposal and 
Storage 

Regulations 

Agency; 
Regulations 

Agency; 
Regulations; 
Disposal and 
Storage 

Agency; 
Pernit 

Agency: 
Regulations; 
Disposal and 
Storage 

Synopsis 
of bill 

Regulates hazardous waste transportation, 
storage, treatment, and disposal by the state 
Board of Health which would accept and 
administer lands to be used as disposal sites 
for hazardous wastes. 

Covers the transportation of radioactive 
•aterials, or delivery of radioactive 
•aterials to a carrier for transportation, 
which is not subject to the rules and 
regulations of the U.S. Department of 
Transportation (DOT) and other agencies. 

Requires each aotor carrier engaged in the 
transportation of explosives or hazacdous 
•aterials by a aotor vehicle to be narked or 
placarded. If operating under the 
jurisdiction of the Q.S. DOT, lust coaply with 
those regulations. 

Establishes a Padiation Regulatory Agency and 
a Radiation Regulatory Rearing Board to 
regulate the transportation of sources of 
radiation, establish procedures for selecting 
low-level radioactive waste disposal sites, 
and conduct environmental monitoring studies. 

The Arizona Atonic Energy Commission is 
responsible for issuing licenses to any 
carrier who transports or stores radioactive 
•aterials provided the transportation and 
storage is in accordance with requirements at 
the U.S. DOT regulations. 

The Arizona Atoaic Snergy Commission is 
responsible for the adoption and enforcement 
of standards and regulations for the 
transportation, disposal, licensing, anl 
storage o£ radioactive naterials. 

Bill nuiber/ 
date enacted 

AL-HO0150 (Alabaaa 
Code Title 22 
Section 22-30-1 -
22- 30-241 
[Required 08/06/781 

AL-Regulation 
(Statutes Sections 
6-2.23, 6-2.<»0, 
6-2.100) 
[Required; Pate 
Onknownl 

AL-Regulation Fule 
17.70 
[Required; Date 
Unknown] 

AZ-H02172 
[ Required 94/23/80] 

A3-Regulation 
R12-1-307 
[Required 06/30/771 

A2-Regulation 
(Statutes Sections 
30-653 - 30-65U, 
30-671 - 33—671, 
30-681 - 30-687) 
TRequired; Date 
OnVnown] 



I State/Locale Kode 

1 Arizona, Truck 
I Tucson 

I Arkansas, Truck 
1 State 

| Arkansas, Unknown 
1 State 

1 Arkansas, Truck 
\ state 

1 Arkansas, Sail 
{ state 

Type of 
restriction 

Prohibit 

Regulations; 
Eaergency 

Regulations 

Agency; 
Regulations; 
Disposal and 
Storage 

Regulations 

Synopsis 
of bill 

Bill nuaber/ 
date enacted 

Bans the transportation of high-level 
radioactive aaterial fro* the city streets. 

Regulates the labeling of contaiaecs of 
hazardous aaterials which are transported 
within the state and the adequacy of the 
containers. Bequires provisions for adequate 
eaergency eguipaent and proapt notification of 
public authorities of escape of such 
aaterials. 

Creates the Arkansas Departaent of Boerjr ta 
coordinate all energy natters in the state; to 
propose recoaaendations for nuclear fuel 
transportation, nuclear waste disposal, 
decoaaissioning of nuclear facilities, and 
aonitoring and evaluating safety procedures of 
nuclear power production. 

Eapowers the Departaent of Pollution Control 
and Ecology to proaulgate rules and 
regulations governing hazardous waste 
transportation, treataent, storage aud 
disposal facilities. Hakes it unlawful • -> 
transport hazardous waste into thu state for 
the purpose of disposal, except as provided by 
interstate agreeaent, and to transport 
hazardous waste into or out of the state 
without first reporting to the Departaent of 
Pollution Control. 

Requires any railroad transporting hazardous 
aaterials to have in the possession of the 
train crew, docuaents which contain 
lnforaation on the transported aaterial*;. 

AZ-City Ordinance 
[Required 94/29/801 

AR-A00421; 
AR-S00327 (Statute's 
Sections 76-2901 -
76-2906) 
[Required 03/15/771 

AR-H00480 (Act 255, 
Statutes Sections 
5-931 - 5-935) 
TRequires 03/05/79] 

A5-H01062 (Statutes 
Sections BJ-12V -
82-4224) 
[Required 04/19/79 1 

»a-R00973 (Act 
<" Required 03/29/7 91 



State/Locale 

Arkansas, 
State 

Arkansas, 
State 

Arkansas, 
State 

Arkansas, 
State 

California, 
Golden Gate 
Bridge 

California, 
Barin county 

California, 
Horco Bay 

Mode 

On known 

All 
•odes 

All 
•odes 

Unknown 

Truck 

Unknown 

Unknown 

Type of 
restriction 

Regulations: 
Agency; 
Permit; 
Disposal and 
Storage 

Regulations 

Regulations 

Agency; 
Begulations; 
Perait 

Escort 

Prohibit 

Notify 

Synopsis 
of bill 

Establishes a program of regulation aver tha 
transportation, generation, storage, 
treatment, and disposal of hazardous wastes. 
Qualifies the Departaent of Pollution control 
and Ecology to adopt, administer, and enforce 
a hazardous waste program. A pernit would be 
reguired froa the Departaent before any waste 
could be transported, stored, treated, or 
disposed. 

All carriers of hazardous aaterials aust 
comply with the regulations of the O.S. DOT 
coapiled in 49 CFP Sections 100-199 (1976J. 

as 

Deals with the transportation of radioactive 
•aterial which is not subject to the 
regulations of the U.S. DOT. Additional 
requireaents, ezeaptions, and violations ara 
stated. 

Authorizes the Departaent of Pollution Control 
and Ecology to adainister and enforce all 
rules and regulations relevant to the 
transportation, disposal and storaqe of 
hazardous wastes. A perait is reguired priar 
to transportation of the naterial. 

Carriers transporting radioactive aaterial via 
the Golden Gate Bridge, US-101, aust secure an 
escort. 

Bans the shipaent of nuclear wastes int? or 
through Harin Cour.ty. 

Requires advance notification of the shipment 
of high-level wastes. 

Bill nuaber/ 
date enacted 

AB-A00406 (Statutes 
Sections 82-4201 -
82-4216) 
[Bequired 03/1H/79] 

AR-Segulation Rcle 
1.1 - 1.5 
(Bequirei 06/30/781 

AR-Pegulation 
(RH-500 - EH-*;02, 
RH-3000 - 5H-3U00 
[Required 01/01/791 

AB-S00157 (Act 106) 
[Required; Date 
Unknown1 

CA-local ordinance 
[Requires; Date 
Unknown] 

CA-City Orlin^nce 
[Bequired 06/10/79 1 

CA-City Ordinance 
[Required; Date 
Unknown] 



State/Locale 

California, 
State 

California, 
State 

Mode 

Onknown 

Truck 

California, 
State 

Unknown 

California, 
state 

Unknown 

Type of 
restrict ion 

Agency; 
Regulations; 
Permit; 
Disposal and 
Storage 

Agency; 
Fegulations; 
Emergency: 
sotify 

Regulations 

Agency; 
Regulations; 
Disposal and 
Storage 

Synopsis 
of bill 

P.eguires the Department of Health to issue 
regulations and permits governing transport, 
handling, storage, and disposal of hazardous 
waste. 

requires the state Department of HeaLth 
Services to maintain surveillance over 
storage, packaging, and transporting of 
radioactive material within the state, eicopt 
licensees and facilities of the U.S. KjcLeac 
Begulatory commission (NBC), U.S. Depactaent 
of Energy (DOS), and II.S. Departaent of 
Defense (DOD). Beguires the department to 
extend the nuclear threat eaecgency response 
plan to include radioactive material in 
transit and provide training for law 
enforcement officers in dealing with such 
threats. Requires notification to the stats 
Highway Patrol 72 hours prior to the 
transportation of radioactive material 
containing commercially-produced, spent f u e l . 

Any person who transports hazardous waste mst 
pay a $50 registration fee to the Departaent 
of Health Services. The hauler must have a 
record of the type and amount of waste 
carried, and the origin and destination of the 
waste being carried. 

Requires the Departaent of Industrial 
Relations to maintain surveillance over the 
storage, packaging, transporting, and loading 
of radioactive waste within the sta'o, The 
Department shall have authority to prohiMt 
the storage, packaging, and transporting of 
radioactive waste. 

Bill nuaber/ 
date enacted 

CA-AQ 1593 
[Required 09/2Z/77 1 

CA-A02717 
[Required 09/10/8 01 

CA-F.egulation 
(Health ani Safety 
Code Sect ions 
25160, 251«fi, 
28771) 
TRequired; Date 
Unknown 1 

CA-Pegulat ion 
(Health ani Safrty 
Code Sections 
25603, 25«>0f>) 
CRequired; Date 
Unknown 1 



I State/Locale Bode Type of 
restriction 

1 California, 
( state 

Truck Agency; 
Regulations 

1 California, 
I State 

Unknown Regulations 

1 California, 
I State 

Truck Regulations 

I Colorado, 
I Eisenhower 
j Hemorial Tunnel 

Truck Prohibit; 
Regulations 

1 Colorado, 
( State 

M l 
modes 

Agency; 
Regulations 

Synopsis 
of bill 

The Department of Health Services shall adopt 
regulations promoting the safe transportation 
of radioactive materials. The regulations 
shall prescribe the use of signs designating 
the routes, and prescribing the packing, 
loading, marking, and handling of radioactive 
materials. 

Prohibits the transport o£ any radioactive 
material unless the carrier complies with all 
rules and regulations of the U.S. DOT (49 CFR 
Parts 170-190, CPB Part 103, and 46 CFR 
Part 146). 

Prohibits the transport of hazardous waste in 
any truck, trailer, vacuum tank, or cargo tank 
not inspected by the state Highway Patrol, or 
to transport hazardous waste in any container 
not under O.S. DOT regulations. 

Shipments of radioactive materials are not 
normally permitted through the Eisenhower 
Hemorial Tunnel. Instead, these vehicles are 
directed over Loveland Pass. If Lovelan£ Pass 
is closed because of inclement weather, 
vehicles carrying hazardous materials will be 
allowed through the tunnel under the following 
conditions: normal traffic will be 
periodically stopped and when the tunnel is 
clear vehicles carrying hazardous materials 
can pass through at 1000 foot iutecvals. 

Directs the Legislative Council to study the 
transportation of radioactive materials within 
the state by air, motor vehicle, or railroai 
to Istermine and provide recommendations to 
protect against the hazards of such 
transportation. 

CA-Regulation 
(Statutes Sections 
25650-25654* 
fRequired; Date 
Unknown^ 

CA-Pegulation 
(Section 3-30373) 
[Required; Date 
Unknown] 

CI-S00825 (Pealth 
and Safety code 
Section 25163) 
(Required 09/27/79 i 

CO-Local Ordinar-ce 
(Required; Date 
Unknown] 

C0-HH1045 
[Required O»/21/70] 



State/Locale 

Colorado, 
State 

Colorado, 
State 

Colorado, 
State 

Connecticut, 
Hew London 

Connecticut, 
State 

Connecticut, 
State 

Connecticut, 
State 

Node 

Truck 

Truck 

Unknown 

Truck 

Truck 

Unknown 

Truck 

Type of 
restriction 

Agency; 
Regulations 

Weight 

Hotify 

Pernit 

Perait 

Pernit; 
Disposal and 
Storage 

regulations; 
notify 

Synopsis 
of bill 

Oirects the Public tftility Coaaission ti 
proaulgate rules and regulations concerning 
the transportation of hazardous aaterials by 
aotor vehicles. 

Increases wziaua length of trucking 
combinations froa 65 to 70 feet. 

Prohibits the transportation of extreaely 
hazardous aaterials designated by the 
Departaent of Health unless notification is 
provided to the Departaent. 

Prohibits the transport of any quantity of 
radioactive aaterial specified as large 
•juantity by the tJ.S. NRC in 10 CFR Part 71, 
unless a perait has been granted. 

Aaends state statutes regarding peraits 
required for transporting radioactive 
aaterials to include any placarded shipaent 
carried by a coaaercial carrier. 

Requires a perait in the fora of a Certificate 
of Transport froa the Coiaissioner of 
Transportation to transport into or through 
the state any guantity of radioactive aaterial 
for waste disposal. 

Requires the state police to conduct routine 
inspections of the vehicles transporting 
radioactive aaterials to insure coapliance 
with packaging regaireaents and perait 
conditions. Places authority for regulating 
transportation of nuclear aaterials in the 
hands of the Coaaissioner of Transportation, 
and requires advance notification of such 
transportation. 

Dill nuaber/ 
date enacted 

C0-S00121 (Title 
40, Colorado 
Revised Statutes 
1973, Ch. 392, 
Article 
2.1:1513-1515) 
£ Require! 06/15/79] 

CO-S01242 
rRequired; Date 
Unknown1 

CO-S00055 (Title 
25, Colorado 
Revised Statutes 
1973) 
[Required 05/07/801 

CT-City Ordinance 
(Article 7, Chapter 
11:101-105) 
[Required 06/21/781 

CT-H0.r'359 (Public 
Act 77-162) 
rRequired 05/19/77] 

CT-H05908 
r Required 06/01/79] 

CT-H0681»i (Public 
Act 79-527) 
fRequired 06/18/791 



I State/Locale Hode Type of 
restriction 

I Connecticut, 
I State 

Truck Pernit 

I Connecticut, 
I State 

Unknown Permit 

j Delaware, 
j Delaware 
) Memorial Bridge 

Truck Permit; 
Regulations 

1 Delaware, 
I Delaware River 
I Joint Toll 
I Bridge 
I Commission 
i Facilities 

Truck Permit; 
Regulations 

I Delaware, 
I State 

Unknown Regulations 

| Delaware, 
I State 

Unknown Agency; 
Regulations; 
Emergency; 
Disposal and 
Storage 

Synopsis 
of bill 

Bill nuaber/ 
date enacted 

Ho person shall transport radioactive material 
over Connecticut highways until a pecait has 
been issued by the Coaaissioner of 
transportation. 

Prohibits the Manufacture* transfer, or 
acquisition of any special nuclear Material 
unless a license or perait has been obtained. 

Radioactive shipments are allowed to travel on 
the bridge under perait provided they conform 
to the regulations of the O.S. 005, U.S. DOT, 
and the ICC. 

Radioactive shipaents are allowed to travel on 
the facilities under perait and aust conform 
to the regulations of the U.S. DOE, 7.5. DOT, 
and the Interstate Coaaerce Commission (ICC). 

Adopts Federal Transportation Regulations 
except for the following sections: 171.15, 
175.45 and 177.824(f). Ho city, town, 
municipality, or other subdivision of the 
state shall adopt or enforce any other 
regulation of the transportation of hazardous 
aaterials. 

Creates the Departaent of Huclear Safety to 
foraulate a comprehensive plan regarding 
transportation of nuclear materials in the 
state and have oversight authority over the 
regulation of the transportation of nuclear 
materials; formulate a comprehensive emergency 
preparedness and response plan for any nuclear 
accident; and foraulate a comprehensive plan 
for the disposal of nuclear wastes. 

CT-Statutes 
Sections 19-4093-51 
- 19-409d-57 
[Required 08/25/77] 

CT-Etegulation 
(Statutes section 
19-406) 
fAeguired; Date 
Unknown] 

DE-Iocal Regulation 
[Required; Date 
Unk rown] 

DE-Local Regulation 
[Required; Date 
Unknown] 

DE-HQ0514 (Statutes 
Sections 8225-8232) 
fReguired 07/05/79] 

PE-H03614 
[Required 12/03/80 1 



t State/Locale (lode Type of 
restriction 

Synopsis 
of bill 

Bill nuaber/ | 
date enacted | 

1 Delaware, 
1 Wilmington 

Unknown Regulations State General Assembly enacts legislation 
regulating radioactive material shipments in 
the state. 

DE-City Ordinance | 
[Required; Date | 
Unknown] | 

1 District of 
1 Columbia, 
1 1-95 Center 
1 Freeway 

Leg 

Truck Prohibit Shipments of radioactive materials are not 
permitted on 1-95, Center Leg Freeway - New 
lork Avenue, WW to Southwest Freeway. 

DC-Local ordinance | 
rRequired; Date | 
Unknown] j 

1 District of 
1 Columbia, 
1 9th Street 
[ Expressway, S.W. 

Truck Frohibit Shipments of radioactive materials are not 
permitted on the 9th Street Expressway, S.P. -
Constitution Avenue to Southwest Freeway. 

DC-Local Ordinance | 
[Required; Date | 
Unknown] | 

1 Florida, 
1 Ft. Pierce, 
1 Tampa 

Truck Escort Carriers of radioactive materials must stop at 
city limits and phone the Fire Departaent for 
an escort. 

FL-City Ordinance | 
[Required; Date | 
Unknown1 1 

1 Florida, 
I Ft. Walton 
i Beach, Key West 

Truck Escort Carriers of radioactive materials must stop at 
city limits and phone the city police for an 
escort. 

FL - City Ordinance | 
[Required; Date | 
Unknown! j 

1 Florida, 
1 Port of Hiami 

Rater 
Vessel 

Prohibit All nuclear shipments are banned through the 
Port of Hiaai. 

FL-Local Ordinance | 
[Require! 01/00/79] | 

1 Florida, 
1 State 

Unknown Agency; 
Regulations 

Eequires the Department of Health and 
Rehabilitative Services to adopt regulations 
governing the transportation of radioactive 
materials. 

FL-1977 Statutes | 
381.512 | 
[Required; Date | 
Unknown] j 

1 Florida, 
1 State 

Truck Permit; 
Regulations 

P.adioactive shipments are allowed to travel on 
the facilities of the Florida Department of 
Transportation with a Certificate of Authority 
from the Florida Public Service Commission. 
The shipment must conform to the regulations 
of the U.S. DOE, the U.S. DOT and the TCC. 

PL-Regulation j 
[Required; Date j 
Unknown] | 



I state/Locale (lode 

I Florida, Unknown 
1 state 

I Florida, Truck 
I State 

I Florida, Unknown 
( state 

I Seorgia, Truck 
j Atlanta 

I Georgia, Unknown 
I Garden City 

I Georgia, Unknown 
I State 

Type of 
restriction 

Agency; 
regulations 

Regulations 

Agency 

Prohibitt 
Permit 

Prohibit; 
Notify 

Regulations; 
Notify; 
Permit; 
Disposal and 
Storage 

Synopsis 
of bill 

Bill nuaber/ 
date enacted 

The Department of Health and Rehabilitative 
Services is given the authority to regulate 
all sources of ionizing radiation as to their 
shielding* transportation, handling, usage, 
storage, and disposal. 

Any vehicle used for transporting any 
radioactive material upon the highways of the 
state must be placarded with identification 
prescribed by the regulations of the 
Department of Insurance. 

The Fire Harshal has jurisdiction whenever 
radioactive materials are being handle!, 
stored or transported intrastate by private 
carrier. 

Prohibits the transportation of radioactive 
•aterials, including but not limited to 
enriched ores, fuels or spent fuels known as 
nuclear wastes, within the city, would perJit 
shipments of certain types relating to 
national defense and to nuclear medicine or 
research. Designated agency is authorized to 
develop methods and criteria for the issuance 
of permits of Certificates of Emergency 
Transport. 

Prohibits the transportation of nuclear waste 
material through its territory. The ordinance 
restricts the transportation of less 
radioactive substances by requiring a 78-hour 
notice of the shipment, the type of material 
being shipped, and the shipping route 
proposed. 

Provides for regulation of the generation, 
storage, management, treatment, disposal and 
transportation of hazardous wastes. Requires 
notification in writing to the environmental 
Protection Division of the Department o£ 
Natural Resources. A permit nust also b«» 
obtained. 

FL-Begulation 
(Statutes Sections 
290.011-290. 32) 
[Required; Date 
Unknown] 

FX.-S00753 (Statutes 
Section 316.302) 
[Required 06/28/791 

PL-Regulation 
(Statutes Section 
633.081) 
Required; Date 
Ubkcovn] 

GA-City Ordinance 
[Beguirea 37/01/79 1 

GA-City 0rlinar.ce 
TRequired; Date 
Unknown] 

GA-S00071 
(Annotated Code 
Sections 42 3-2*01 
- 43-2921) 
[Required 19791 



State/Locale 

Georgia, 
State 

Georqia, 
State 

Georgia, 
State 

Georgia, 
State 

Georgia, 
Talaadge Eriigp 

Hawaii, 
State 

Node 

Truck 

All 
•odes 

Unknown 

Truck 

Truck 

Truck 

Type of 
restriction 

Regulations; 
Notify; 
Perait 

Regulations 

Agency; 
Regulations; 
Disposal and 
Storage 

Pernit; 
Legal 
Aspects 

Pernit; 
Regulations 

Regulations 

Synopsis 
of bill 

Dill nuaber/ 
date enacted 

Prohibits the transport of hazardous aaterial 
on public roads unless the aaterial has been 
packaged and labeled according to rules and 
regulations proaulgated by the U.S. DOT. 
Notification Bust be aade to the Departaent, 
and a perait aust be issued by the Departaent 
before transportation is allowed. 

A licensee aay only transport radioactive 
material if they coaply with the reguireaents 
of the regulations of the o . s . DOT and the 
U.S. Postal Service. 

Authorizes the Departaent of Ruaan Pesources 
to adopt roles and regulations which lay 
provide for licensing or registration relevant 
to the aanufacture, production, 
transportation, storage or disposal of 
radioactive naterial. 

The Departaent of Transportation is 
responsible for issuing peraits to carriers 
transporting hazardous aaterials in the state. 
Liability insurance coverage requireaents are 
also stated. 

Eadioactive shipaents are allowed to travel on 
the bridge under perait provided they confora 
to the regulations of the O.S. DOE, the o.s. 
DOT, and the ICC. 

Relates to exterior aarkings on vehicles used 
to transport radioactive aaterials. 

GA-S00235 
(Annotated Codt 
Sections 95A-1301a 
- 95A-1206a) 
fRequired OU/12/79] 

GA-fiegulation 
(OepactBent of 
Health Rule 
290-5-23.06 
1 Required; Date 
"Tnknownl 

GA-Regulation 
(Statutes Sections 
88- 1301 - 88-1315) 
[Required; Date 
Unknown! 

GA-Regulation 
(Chapter 672-10-.01 
- 672-10-.0b) 
[Required; Date 
Unknown 7 

GA-Local Regulation 
[Required; Date 
'Jnlcnownl 

HI-S00322 (Highway 
Safety Sections 
286-191) 
fRequired 05/31/751 



) State/Locale Hode Type of 
restriction 

| Idaho, Unknown Regulations; 
\ State Disposal and 

storage 

I Illinois, All Prohibit 
I Chicago •odes 

\ Illinois, All Prohibit; 
| State •odes Disposal and 

Storaqe 

j Illinois, Unknown Agency; 
I State Fegulations 

I Illinois, Truck Agency; 
I State Regulations 

Synopsis 
of bill 

Adopts the Northvest Interstate Conpact on 
Low-level Radioactive Waste Hanaqement. 
Requires each party state to adopt practices 
which will reguice low-level waste shipments 
originating within its borders and destined 
for a facility within another party state to 
confori to the applicable packaging and 
transportation requirements and regulations of 
the host state. The acceptance ot waste 
generated outside that state is prohibited 
unless approved by two-thirds of the Horthwast 
Low-Level Waste compact Committee and 
affined by the party state in which the 
facility affected is located. 

Righ-enricbed uraniu* and plutonium are banned 
from Chicago's O'Hare Airport. 

Ho person shall transport into the state for 
disposal or storage any nuclear waste 
materials generated outside the state. 

Illinois Department of Transportation is 
responsible for regulating the transportation 
of hazardous m&terials. 

Authorizes the Illinois Department of 
Transportation to regulate the transport of 
hazardous materials over the states* highways. 

ID-H00447 
[Required •)<»/07/81 ] 

IL-Cit; Ordinance 
[Required; Date 
Unknown] 

IL-H00475 
[Required; Date 
Unknown] 

rL-H01815 (Public 
Act 80-4871 
f Required 0 '2f/77"< 

IL-S00245; 
IL-SQ0860 (Public 
Act 80-351, 
Statutes, Chapter 
95.5, Section 700-1 
- 700-16) 
»"Reguired 08/26/77] 



State/Locale 

Illinois, 
State 

Indiana, 
East-Vest Toll 
Road 

Indiana, 
State 

Iowa, 
State 

Iowa, 
State 

Iowa, 
state 

Rode 

All 
•odes 

Track 

Unknown 

All 
•odes 

Unknown 

All 
•odes 

Type of 
restriction 

Agency; 
Regulations 

Permit 

Agency; 
Regulations; 
Disposal and 
Storage 

notify; 
Emergency 

Regulations; 
Perait; 
Disposal and 
Storage 

Hotify 

Synopsis 
of bill 

Requires the Illinois Departaent 
Transportation to a.dopt the federal hazardous 
•aterials placarding regulations promulgated 
pursuant to the Hazardous HateriaIs 
Transportation Act for interstate and 
intrastate transportation of hazardous 
•aterials as they are applicable in the state 
of Illinois. Requires the Emergency Services 
and Disaster Agency to adopt regulations for 
placarding the use, storage and manufacture of 
hazardous naterials. 

No radioactive aaterial say be transported 
the toll road other than those aaterials 
listed on the exeapt list in the icc's 
regulations without receiving a perait. 

on 

Requires the state Board of Health to adopt 
and promulgate rules and regulations 
concerning the production, transportation, 
storage, or disposal of radioactive aaterial. 

Any person storing, handling, transporting 
disposing of a hazardous substance in Iowa 
•ust notify the Departaent of Environmental 
Quality, the local police departaent, or the 
office of the sheriff of the affected county 
of the occurrence of a hazardous condition as 
soon as possible, but not later than 6 hours 
after the onset or discovery of the condition. 

Regulates the generation, transportation, 
treataent, storage, and disposal of hazardous 
wastes through a systea of peraits, 
inspections, and exaainations for personnel 
involved. 

Eequices that the police be notified when an 
accident occurs involving the transportation 
of hazardous aaterials. 

Bill number/ 
date enacted 

TI-Annotated 
Statutes, ?ubLic 
Act 79-1112, 
Chapter 127, 
Sections 1251-1259 
[Required 8/26/76] 

IN-Local Ordinance 
rRequired; Date 
Unknown] 

IH-Regulation 
(Statutes Sections 
13-1-2-1 -
13-1-2-22) 
[Required; Date 
Unknown] 

IA-H00U90 (Statutes 
Sections <1553.110 -
155B.120) 
fRequired 08/15/771 

TA-K00715 (Statutes 
Sections 15«:8.85 -
155B.94) 
rRequired 06/10/791 

EA-R00736 (Statute-. 
Sections 321.26* 
Subsection ») 
[Required 02/20/761 



I State/locale Hode Type of 
restriction 

1 Iowa, 
I State 

Rail Agency; 
Regulations 

I Iowa, 
1 State 

Truck Permit; 
Regulations 

I Kansas, 
| Hewton 

Truck; 
Rail 

Regulations 

| Kansas, 
1 State 

Unknown Agency; 
Regulations; 
Disposal and 
Storage 

| Kansas, 
1 State 

Unknown Agency; 
Regulations 

I Kansas, 
( State 

Unknown Agency; 
Disposal and 
Storage; 
Emergency 

Synopsis 
of bill 

The adninistrator of the Railroad 
Transportation Division of the Iowa Department 
of Transportation shall develop and maintain 
prograns relating to railroad safety 
enforcement, track standards, rail equipment, 
operating rales, and transportation of 
hazardous materials. 

Radioactive shipments are allowed to travel, 
under permit, on the bridges of the Iowa State 
Highway Commission, provided they comply with 
the applicable regulations of the O.S. DO?, 
the O.S. DOT, and the ICC. 

Pequests that the state enact legislation 
regulating the transportation of hazarious 
materials and waste within the state so as to 
provide the greatest protection against the 
accidental release of such substances. 

Authorizes the Department of Health and 
Environment to adopt rules and regulations 
governing hazardous waste stored, collected, 
transported or disposed of within the state. 

Authorizes the Department of Health and 
Environment to adopt a fee schedule for 
transporters of hazardous waste generated in 
the state and for operators of hazardous waste 
processing, storage or disposal facilities. 

Designates the Division of Snerqency 
Preparedness to coordinate and supervise all 
agencies involved in the transportation of 
hazardous materials. Prohibits site selection 
studies for disposal or storage of radioactive 
waste materials until the governor and <-he 
legislature have first been notified of all 
details o£ such investigations. The Division 
is also responsible for conducting emergency 
programs. 

Bill nusber/ 
date enacted 

IA-Pegulation 
[Statutes Section 
507.26) 
[Required; Date 
Unknown] 

IA-Fegulation 
[Pequired; Date 
Unknown] 

KS-Resolution G-281 
fRequire! 12/03/801 

FS-K02559 (Statutes 
Sections 6S-3401 -
65-3419) 
rRequired 04/05/77 1 

K-S-S00170 
fRequi red 34 /19 /79 ] 

KS-S00532 
f Required T5/14/R01 



I State/Locale Rode Type of 
restriction 

1 Kansas, 
1 State 

Truck Regulations 

1 Kansas, 
I State 

Unknown Agency; 
Regulations 

I Kentucky. 
I State 

All 
nodes 

Regulations 

I Kentucky, 
1 State 

All 
nodes 

Perait: 
Regulations 

| rentucky, 
| State 

All 
aodes 

Regulations 

I Kentucky, 
1 State 

Unknown Perait 

j Louisiana, 
1 State 

Unknown Prohibit; 
Disposal and 
Storage 

Synopsis 
of bill 

Radioactive shipments are allowed to travel on 
the facilities of the Kansas Turnpike 
Authority, provided they confora to the 
regulations of the U.S. DOE, the U.S. DOT, and 
the ICC. 

Authorizes the Secretary of Health and 
Environaent to regulate the aanufacture, 
transportation, or use of any source of 
radiation unless licensed by or registered 
with the board. 

Provides regulations for classifying 
radionuclides for use in the transport of. 
radioactive aaterials; tests for special fora 
licensed aaterial; and procedures for picking 
up, receiving, and opening packages. 

A license aust be issued to any private 
carrier to transport radioactive aaterial, 
provided the transportation is in accordance 
with the reguireaents of the regulations 
appropriate to the node of transport. 

Provides general provisions for the issianc: 
of radioactive aaterial licenses for the 
possession, use, and transfer of radioactive 
aaterial. 

Ho person shall haul, transport, or cause to 
be transported into, out of, within, or 
through the Coaaonwealth of Kentucky any 
radioactive aaterial unless such person bolls 
a valid perait or certificate issued by the 
Departaent of Transportation or its designated 
agent. 

Prohibits transportation of high-level 
radioactive waste, including spent fuel, into 
the state for purpose of disposal or storage 
in the state or elsewhere. 

Bill nuaber/ 
date enacted 

KS-Regulation 
(Required; Date 
Unknown] 

KS-Regulation 
(Statutes Sections 
48-1601 - 48-1619) 
[Required 1963] 

icr-Regulation 902 
KAR 100:035 
[Required; Date 
Unknown] 

KY-Regulation 902 
KAB. 100:073 
[Required; Date 
Unknown] 

KT-Fegulation 902 
KAP 100:040 
[Required; Date 
Unknown] 

KY-E00863 (Enact. 
Acts 1980, Ch. 384, 
No. 2) 
[Required (Date 
Unknown); Effective 
07/15/80] 

IA-H00420 (LA 
Revised Statutes 
51: 1051 - 1072) 
[Required 07/06/781 



I State/Locale Mode Type of I 
restriction | 

I Louisiana, 
I State 

Unknown Agency: | 
Pegulations | 

1 Louisiana, 
1 state 

Truck Permit j 

1 Louisiana, 
1 state 

Truck Fegulations 1 

| Louisiana, 
| State 

Truck Legal | 
Aspects; | 
Pegulations | 

I Louisiana, 
\ State 

Truck Pegulat ions | 

Synopsis 
of bill 

Office of Environmental Affairs within the 
Department of Natural Resources has 
jurisdiction over all matters affecting the 
regulation of transportation, solid and 
hazardous waste disposal, radiation control, 
air and water guality, and noise levels. 

A general license is issued to any common oc 
contract carrier to transport or store 
radioactive material provided that they follow 
the regulations of the U.S. DOT as far as the 
loading and storage of packages, placarding of 
the transporting vehicle, and incident 
reporting. 

Ho licensee shall transport any radioactive 
material outside the confines of his plant or 
other authorized location of use, or deliver 
any radioactive material to a carrier for 
transportation unless the licensee complies 
with the applicable requirements, appropriate 
to the mode of transport of the regulations of 
the a.S. DOT. 

Requires all carriers of hazardous materials 
to acquire a minimum continuous insurance 
coverage of 5300,000 for public liability and 
$200,000 for property damage liability on each 
unit regulated. The Secretary of Public Safety 
adopts rules and regulations to: 1) carry out 
the provisions of this act; 2) coordinate the 
implementation of transportation emergency 
response systems; and 3) qualify and license 
any person driving or in charge of transport 
vehicles transporting hazardous material. 

The Department of Public Safety regulations 
(governing the transportation of hazardous 
materials and hazardous wastes) specifies 
requirements to driving qualifications, 
financial responsibility, shipping documents, 
reporting of accidents or incidents, vehicle 
marking, placarding, record keeping and 
spills. 

Bill nuaber/ 
date enacted 

LA-R01396 (LA 
Revised Statutes 
30s 1104) 
rRequired 01/01/80 i 

LA-Pegulation 
(Section C. 23) 
rRequired; Date 
Unknown] 

LA-Kegulation 
(Section C. 100) 
rRequired; Date 
Unknown] 

LA-H01289; 
LA-K01485; 
LA-S00768 
rRequired 7/23/80] 

LA-Fegulatlon 
(Sections 1.1-3.16) 
TRequired 01/01/811 



1 State/Locale Hode Type of 
restriction 

1 Haine, 
1 Haine Turnpike 

Truck Permit; 
Regulations 

1 Haine, 
1 State 

Truck Regulations; 
Emergency 

I Haine, 
1 State 

Unknown Regulations 

I Maryland, 
I Baltimore Harbor 
I Tunnel 

Truck Prohibit 

| Haryland, 
I Harry R. Hice 
I Hemorial 5ridge, 
1 Km. Preston 
1 lane, Jr. 
I Hemorial Bridge, 
\ Susquehanna 
1 River Toll 
1 Bridge 

Truck Permit 

1 Maryland, 
i Kent County 

Unknown notify 

Synopsis 
of bill 

Radioactive shipments are allowed to travel, 
under permit, on the Haine Turnpike, provided 
they conform with the regulations ot the U.S. 
DOE, the U.S. DOT, and the ICC. 

Authorizes the Commissioner of Public S^Eety 
to promulgate rules and regulations for the 
possession, storage, handling and 
transportation of hazardous materials. Also 
authorizes the Commissioner to provide for a 
uniform emergency response system for 
transporting hazardous materials and wastes. 
All vehicles transporting the material must be 
marked with placard, and the operator must 
have a bill of lading stating the name of the 
material and its location within the truck. 

Provides the rules and regulations which apply 
to the manufacture, use, storage, handling, 
transportation, and disposal of any source of 
radiation. 

Ho radioactive loads are permitted through the 
Baltimore Harbor Tunnel. Primary entrance 
would be from 1-95. 

A permit is reguired from the superintendent 
of the bridge prior to the transport of 
radioactive materials across the brilge. 

Requires persons transporting certain nuclear 
wastes within the county to inform the sheriff 
within 21 hours. 

HE-Local Regulation 
[Required; Date 
Unknown 1 

HE-HQt°58 (Fevised 
Statutes Chapter 
256, Sections 
2101-2108) 
rRequired 03/02/78] 

IE-Regulation 
[Bequired; Date 
Unknown] 

rfD-Local Ordinance 
[Required: Date 
Unknown] 

HD-Local Ordinance 
[Required; Date 
Unknown] 

"!3-Emcrgency 3 i l l 
1 - B 1 
[Beguirtd 03/03/81] 



| State/Locale Node Type of 
restriction 

I Naryland, 
I State 

Unknown Regulations 

j Maryland, 
1 State 

Truck Prohibit; 
Regulations 

I Haryland, 
j State 

Unknown Permit 

| Haryland, 
1 State 

Unknown Regulations 

I naryland, 
| State 

Truck Permit 

I Haryland. 
I State 

Unknown Regulations 

I Haryland, 
I State 

All 
nodes 

Pegulations 

1 Haryland, 
I State 

All 
modes 

Regulations; 
Disposal and 
Storage 

Synopsis 
of bill 

State Departments of Transportation, Health 
and Natural Resources are to formulate 
recommendations for consolidating into one 
agency the authority to regulate and supervise 
the transportation of hazardous materials 
through the state. 

Prohibits the transportation of radioactive 
•aterials across any vehicular crossing, and 
adds toll highways to the facilities on whish 
the Haryland Transportation Authority may 
regulate the transport of dangerous article1;. 

Alters certain bonding reguireaents as a 
condition to the issuance of a perait for the 
transportation and disposal of hazardous 
•aterials. 

Provides regulations for transportinq 
radioactive aaterials. 

Radioactive shipments are allowed to tcavel, 
under pernit, on the facilities of the 
Haryland Transportation Authority. 

Provides the requirements for obtaining a 
license for the possession and transport of 
radioactive material. 

Provides reguirements for obtaining a license 
for the transportation and storage of 
radioactive material. 

Permits the transportation of designate! 
hazardous substances only by hazardous 
substance haulers who are certified by the 
Department of Natural Resources; and requires 
contracts for the treatment, storage an! 
disposal of hazardous materials. 

Bill nuaber/ 
date enacted 

HD-HJR023 
[Required 05/0U/76 1 

HD-H00385 (Statutes 
Section ?l-1«11a) 
[Required 05/29/79 1 

HD-S00511 
rRequired OH/29/77] 

Ha-fregulation 
[Required; Date 
Unknown 1 

HD-rejulation 
[Required: Pate 
Unknown] 

!1D-tegulation 
[Required; Date 
Unknown] 

1D-*egulation 
r Required; Date.-
'Jnknovn 1 

•D-S0053* 
[Required 75/27/90 1 



State/Locale 

Maryland, 
State 

Massachusetts, 
Massachusetts 
Turnpike, 
Callahan Tunnel, 
Suiaer Tunnel 

Massachusetts, 
Maurice J. Tobin 
Meaorial Bridge 

Massachusetts, 
Plymouth 

Massachusetts, 
State 

Massachusetts, 
State 

Massachusetts, 
State 

Mode 

Unknown 

Truck 

Truck 

Unknown 

Unknown 

Truck 

Unknown 

Type of 
restriction 

Regulations 

Pernit; 
Prohibit 

Regulations 

Prohibit 

Power; 
Disposal and 
storage 

Agency; 
Regulations 

Agency; 
Regulations; 
Disposal and 
storage 

Synopsis 
of bill 

No licensee shall deliver any radioactive 
•aterial to a carrier for transport unless the 
licensee complies with the regulations ni the 
U.S. DOT, and establish safe procedures for 
opening and closing packages. 

Radioactive shipments are allowed to vovti, 
under perait, on the Massachusetts Turnpike. 
Transportation of radioactive aaterials are 
prohibited through the Callahan and Suaner 
Tunnels. 

Radioactive shipments are allowed to travel on 
the Maurice Tobin Bridge, provided they 
confor• to the regulations of the U.S. DOB, 
the U.S. DOT, and the ICC. 

All shipments of radioactive aaterials are 
banned. 

Places a aoratoriua on the licensing of new 
nuclear plants until questions on the 
operation of the plants and the 
transportation, storage, and disposal a£ the 
waste are resolved. 

Establishes the Departnent of Public Works as 
agency governing the transportation of 
hazardous aaterials on state highways. 

Designates the Departaent of Public Health to 
establish rules and regulitions controlling 
the radiation hazards associated with the use, 
transportation, storage, packaginq, 
production, and disposal of radioactive 
naterials. 

Bill nuaber/ 
date enacted 

(ID-Pegulation 
[Required; Datt 
Unknown] 

BA-Local Regulation 
[Required; Pate 
Unknown] 

MA-Local Regulation 
[Reguired; Date 
Unknown] 

MA-City Orlinance 
[Required; Date 
Unknown] 

1A-H05888 
[Required 04/03/79] 

HA-Annotated Law, 
Chapter 3OA 
(Reguired 11/08/78] 

MA-Regulation 
(Statutes Section 
53) 
TRequired; Date 
"nknown] 



I State/Locale •ode Type of 
restriction 

I Hassachusetts, 
I State 

Truck Agency; 
Regulations 

I Hassachusetts, 
I state 

Truck Agency; 
Regulations 

j Hassachusetts, 
j Wendell 

Truck Prohibit 

1 Michigan, 
1 Detroit 
I International 
I Bridqe 

Truck Prohibit 

) Hichiqan, 
j Sault Ste. Harie 
) Bridge 

Truck. Permit; 
Regulations 

j Hichigan, 
| State 

Unknown Regulations; 
Disposal and 
Storage 

I Hichigan, 
| State 

Truck Permit; 
Notify 

Synopsis 
of bill 

Prohibits the transportation of hazardous 
wastes unless the rotor vehicle has been 
issued an identification device by the 
Department of Environmental Quality 
Engineering. 

Adopts the CFB Title 19, Chapter 1, Parts 17 1, 
172, 173, 177, 178, and 179 as the Department 
of Public Works regulations governing tne 
transportation of hazardous materials upon the 
state's highways. 

Certain shipments banned. 

Radioactive shipments are prohibited from 
travel on the Detroit International Briige. 

Radioactive shipments are allowed to travel on 
the Sault Ste. Harie Bridge, under permit, 
provided they conform to the applicable 
regulations of the U.S. DOE, the O.S. 90T, 
the ICC. A minimum of two days must be 
allowed for processing the permit. 

and 

Establishes a program to regulate hazardous 
waste generation, mam ement, storage, 
transportation and disposal. 

Each vehicle engaged in the transportation of 
hazardous material, shall r.ot be operate) 
without first being certified by the state 
Fire Marshall. The state Fire Marshall must 
be notified in the event of an accident 
involving the transportation, storage, 
handling, sale, use, or processing of 
hazardous materials. 

Bill nuaber/ 
date enacted 

HA-Regulation 
(Statutes Chapter 
21C) 
fReguired; Pate 
Unknown1 

HA-F.egulation 
(Statues Title 7 20, 
Section 8.01-8.13) 
[Required; Date 
Unknown] 

HA-city oriinance 
[Required; Date 
Unknown] 

HI-Kegulation 
[Required: Datr 
Unknown 1 

HI-Regulation 
TRequired; Date 
Unknown] 

HI-H04380 
[2eguired 1979] 

Hl-compilet Laws 
(Sections 29.r>a -
29. Sh) 
f required 02/07/7 3] 



I State/Locale Hode Type of 
restriction 

I Nichiqan, 
1 State 

Unknown Agency; 
Pegulations 

I Michigan, 
1 State 

Truck Regulations 

I Michigan, 
| State 

Truck Pegulations 

| Minnesota, 
1 State 

Unknown Approval: 
Disposal and 
Storage 

( Minnesota, 
I State 

All 
•odes 

Pegulations 

Synopsis 
of bill 

The Department of Public Health shall 
promulgate rules providing for general or 
specific licenses or registration for 
radioactive materials and other sources of 
ionizing radiation. The department may 
promulgate rules to establish requirements for 
transportation, storage, vaste disposal, 
posting and labeling of hazardous sources and 
areas, surveys, monitoring, and reports of 
accidents. 

A licensee shall not transport any radioactive 
material outside of the confines of his plant 
or other authorized location of use, or 
deliver any radioactive material to a carrier 
for transportation, unless the licensee 
complies with 10 CFR Parts 20,71; 14 cFa Pact 
103; 16 CPB Part 116; and 49 CFH Parts 173-179 
to the same extent as if the transportation 
were subject to the rules and regulations of 
that agency. 

Provides for random inspection and, if 
necessary, impounding of vehicles transporting 
hazardous material, by the state Fire Marshal 
or the chief of a fire or police departaent. 
Provides for certification of each vehicle 
engaged in transportation of hazardous 
material to determine compliance with the 
state's regulations. Requires that the state 
Fire Harshal and the local Fire Department be 
notified immediately following an accident in 
transporting or storing hazardous materials. 

Prohibits the transport of radioactive wastes 
into the state for disposal or storage 'lnless 
authorized by the legislature. Hastes lay be 
transported into the state for temporary 
storage for up to 12 months pending 
transportation out of the state. 

Subjects the transportation of radioactive 
•aterials to the rules and regulations of. the 
U.S. DOT (46 CFB, Part 146, 49 CFfi, Pacts 
173-179, and 14 CFF., Part 103). 

Bill cunber/ 
date enacted 

1I-Conpile3 Laws 
(Sections 13SOI -
13517) 
rRequired; Date 
Unknown] 

HI-Regulation 
(Section 8325.5255) 
[Required; Date 
Unknown] 

1I-,!04818 
[Required 07/29/80 1 

1H-H01215 (Statutes 
Sections I16C.71 -
116C.74) 
rRequired 06/32/77] 

*H-fcegu.lation 
[Required; Pate 
Unknown] 



StateAocale 

Hinnesot. 
State 

Minnesota, 
State 

Mississippi, 
State 

Hississippi, 
State 

Missouri, 
State 

nissouri. 
State 

Mode 

Unknown 

Unknown 

Unknown 

Unknown 

Unknown 

Unknown 

Type of 
restriction 

Agency; 
Regulations; 
Disposal and 
Storage 

Agency; 
Disposal and 
Storage 

Agency; 
Fegulations 

Agency: 
regulations; 
Disposal and 
Storage 

Pernit; 
Agency; 
Regulations: 
Disposal and 
Storage 

Agency; 
Regulations 

Synopsis 
of bill 

Pernits the Commissioner of Public Health to 
adopt regulations relevant to the handling, 
storage, transportation, use, and disposal of 
radioactive materials. 

Designates the Pollution Control Agency to 
develop a statewide hazardous waste management 
plan detailing the interstate transportation 
of hazardous waste and the location of 
hazardous waste disposal facilities an<l 
storage sites. 

Authorizes the state Board of Health to aiopt 
regulations governing the transportation of 
radioactive materials. 

Requires the state Board of Health be 
furnished information regarding quantities and 
characteristics of wastes by the generator or 
transporter of sach materials so as to 
determine adequate disposal techniques. 

Prohibits the transport of any hazardous waste 
in the state without first obtaining a 
hazardous waste transporter license from the 
Department of Natural Resources. Creates a 
Hazardous Waste Management Commission to adapt 
rules and regulations relevant to the 
transportation, storage, treatment, and 
disposal of hazardous wastes. 

Authorizes the Department of Natural Resources 
to adrinister and enforce all rules and 
regulations adopted by the Hazardous «aste 
Management Commission relevant to waste 
generation, transportation, and disposal. 

Bill number/ 
date enacted 

SB-Regulation 
(Statutes Section 
114.12, Item 15) 
[Reguired; Date 
Unknown] 

IB-Regulation 
(Statutes Section 
116.101) 
[Bequired 1974] 

MS-Kegulation 
(Statutes 45-ia-i -
45-14-41) 
[Required 05/25/761 

HS-Ptgulation 
(Statutes Sections 
17-17-1 - 17-17-41) 
[Required 04/24/741 

NI-K00318 
[Required; Date 
Unknown] 

fO-Hegulatior. 
(Statutes Tit Is 
Division 25, 
Chapters 1-8) 
rRequired; Date 
Unknown] 

10 



I State/Locale Mode Type of 
restriction 

I Missouri, 
1 State 

On known Regulations; 
Disposal and 
Storage; 
Pernit 

1 Nebraska, 
I state 

Unknown legal 
Aspects 

1 Nebraska, 
I State 

Unknown Regulations 

i Nebraska, 
I State 

Unknown Agency; 
Pegulations 

| Nevada, 
| Beatty 

Truck Pernit; 
Regulations; 
Disposal and 
Storage 

I Nevada, 
I State 

Unknown Regulations 

11 ., , m t — _ _ 

synopsis 
of bill 

Bill nuaber/ 
date enacted 

Uould create a Hazardous Baste fanageaent 
Coaaission which would adopt, aaeud or repeal 
standards, rules and regulations as required 
by any federal hazardous waste aauageaent act. 
Would prohibit transport of any hazardo-is 
waste in the state without first obtaining a 
hazardous waste transporter license Eroa the 
Departaent of Natural resources. 

Requires the transporters of hazardous 
aaterials to carry liability insurance anl 
specifies the aaount of the coverage. 

Allows the adoption of regulations tor the 
issuance of licenses to use, aanufacture, 
produce, transport, transfer, receive, 
acquire, own or possess any source of 
radiation. 

Designates the rules for licensing of 
radioactive aaterials and the intrastate 
transportation of radioactive aaterials. 

Requires a Coapliance Certificate froa anyone 
who generates or packages coiaersial low-level 
radioactive waste for disposal at the Beatty, 
Nevada facility. The certificate states tint 
the shipaent was inspected at least 43 hours 
prior to transport. An external visual and 
dose rate inspection of thfc packaged waste 
aaterials is required at least 48 hours prior 
to shipaent. Pequires the transportation 
vehicle be properly placarded and secured for 
transport. 

Provides for regulations on the transportation 
and disposal of radioactive, cheaical and 
hazardous aaterials. 

SI-H03I8 
[Required; Date 
Unknown] 

HB-H00332 
rRequired 0 3/21/77] 

NB-L00814 
fRequired 04/25/78] 

NS-Regulation 
(Statutes Sections 
3.01 - 3. 40) 
[Required; Date 
Unknown 1 

VV-Site Orlinar.ce 
[Required 07/24/791 

NV-S00086 (Chapter 
11*) 
[Required 04/21/811 



State/locale 

Ken Hampshire, 
State 

Rev Hampshire, 
State 

Hew Hampshire, 
State 

New Hampshire, 
State 

New Hampshiret 
State 

New Jersey, 
Carteret 

New Jersey, 
Garden State 
Parkway 

•lode 

All 
modes 

Unknown 

Unknown 

Track 

Track 

Track 

Track 

Type oE 
restriction 

regulations 
Emergency 

Agency; 
Fegulations 

Agency; 
Fegulations 

Agency; 
Regulations 

Permit 

Prohibit 

Permit; 
Regulations 

Synopsis 
of bill 

Creates a Hazardous Materials Transportation 
Advisory Board to review on a continuing basis 
federal and state laws and regulations, 
carrier problems, emergency response teas 
action plans, and training and instructional 
materials; determine the need for more 
stringent controls and the best means to apply 
them; and act as a clearinghouse. 

Directs the Department of Safety to adopt 
rules and regulations governing the 
transportation of hazardous radioactive 
•aterials. 

Designates the Department of Health and 
Welfare Division of Public Services as the 
state radiation control agency responsible for 
issuing a license for the produciton, 
transport or possession of any source of 
ionizing radiation. 

Authorizes the Department of Public (forks and 
Highways to initiate studies relevant to the 
transportation of special nuclear materials 
and byproduct materials on the highways of the 
state. 

I common or contract carrier «ust be issued a 
certificate or perait by the Public Service 
Commission prior to transporting radioactive 
•aterial. 

Waste shipments are banned. 

Radioactive shipments are allowed to tcivel, 
under permit, on the Garden State parkwiy, 
provided they comply with the regulations of 
the "J.S. DOE, the U.S. DOT, and the ICC. 

NH-K00719 
[Required 06/23/79] 

NH-F00818 
rRequired 06/22/79 1 

MH-Regulation 
(Statutes Sections 
125:56 - 125:77) 
TRequired; Date 
Unknown] 

WH-Regulation 
(Statutes Sections 
162-B: 1 - 162-B:6) 
[Required; Date 
Unknown! 

NH-Eegulation 
(Statutes Sections 
375-B:1 - 375-E:25) 
[Required; Date 
Unknown] 

NJ-City Ociinance 
fHeeuiced; Date 
Unknown] 

HJ-Local fijgulation 
(Statutes 
19:8-1.12) 
(Require!; Date 
Unknow ni 



1 State/Locale Hode Type of 
restriction 

1 New Jersey, 
\ New Jersey 
1 Turnpike 

Truck Regulations 

1 New Jersey, 
1 State 

Unknown Permit 

i New Jersey, 
\ State 

Unknown Agency; 
Regulations; 
Permit 

I New Jersey, 
1 State 

Truck Prohibit 

I New Jersey, 
1 State 

Truck Prohibit 

1 New Jersey, 
( State 

Truck Ee<js Nations 

Synopsis 
of bill 

Bill number/ 
date enacted 

radioactive loads are not permitted on the New 
Jersey Turnpike unless conplied with U.S. OUT 
regulations 49 crB Parts 171 to 178. 

Requires a Certificate of Handling of 
radioactive materials from the Department of 
Environmental Protection before anyone can 
transport, store, hold or detain radioactive 
materials, exceeding 20 curies, within the 
state. 

Establishes requirements for transportation of 
radioactive aaterlals and for approval by the 
Department of skipping procedures for certain 
quantities of radioactive materials, ft 
certificate of handling or a certification 
number must be obtained from the Department of 
Environmental Protection in advance of the 
transport or intransit storage of radioactive 
materials. 

Prohibits the transport of any radioactive 
material upon the highways of the state in 
such a manter or condition as to unreasonably 
endanger persons or property. 

Prohibits the transport in or upon a vehicular 
crossing of any radioactive material at such 
time or place or condition as to endanger 
persons or property. 

Prohibits the transport of any hazardous 
material by motor vehicle over the highways 
the state in a condition that would impose 
danger to persons or property. The vehicle 
must be properly placarded identifying the 
substance being transported. 

NJ-Local Ordinance 
[Bequired; Date 
Unknown] 

NJ-A01953 (Public 
Law 1977, Title 26, 
Ch. 233) 
r Bequired 09/26/771 

NJ-State Regulation 
(Title 7, Ch. 
28:12) 
fRequired 07/01/G01 

NJ-S.eguiati.on 
(Statutes Section 
27:12B-18) 
(Require?; Date 
Unknown] 

NJ-Regulation 
(Statutes Section 
32: 1-154. 8) 
[Required 1950] 

vj-Fegulation 
(Statutes Section 
39: 5B-11) 
[Bequired; Date 
Unknown] 



I State/Locale Hode Type of 
restriction 

I Hew Jersey, 
I State 

Truck Regulations 

| New Jersey, 
1 State 

unk nown Regulations; 
Perait 

I Hew Jersey, 
1 State 

Unknown Regulations 

| New Jersey, 
I State 

Unknown Perait 

| Hew Mexico, 
| Hescalero 

Unknown Permit 

j Hew Hexico, 
I Stat-s 

Truck Agency; 
Regulations 

Synopsis 
of bill 

Prohibits the transport by aotor vehicle over 
the highways of the state any hazardous 
•aterial which would cause unreasonable danjer 
to person or property, and without placarding 
the vehicle engaged in such transportation. 

Establishes requirements for transportation of 
radioactive Materials, A Certificate oi: 
Handling or a certification number must be 
obtained from the Departaent of Environmental 
Protection prior to transportation of the 
•aterial. 

Prohibits the transport of radioactive 
material unless there is coapliance with all 
requiresents appropriate to the mode of 
transportation, packaging of the naterial, and 
reguired rules and regulations. 

Prohibits the transportation of large quantity 
radioactive aateria^' without obtainiuq a 
Certificate of Handling or a certification 
lumber froa the Department of Environmental 
Protection. 

Prohibits the transportation of nuclear waste 
across the Mescalero Apache Reservation 
without specific written authority froa the 
president of the tribe. 

The Environmental Improvement Board has the 
exclusive authority to promulgate regulations 
governing the transport of nuclear waste on 
state highways: but the regulations lo not 
include specific routing. The environmental 
Health Division prescribes the routes which 
preempt all local ordinances. 
Federally-controlled nuclear aaterial is 
excluded from the provisions of the law. 

HJ-Pegulation 
(Statutes Sections 
39:5B-1 - 39:5B-17) 
f Required 37/01/50"» 

HJ-H01336 
(Regulation Title 
7, Chapter 28:12) 
[Required 07/01/801 

NJ-Requlation 
(Statutes Section 
7:28-12.2) 
(Required: Date 
Unknown 1 

NJ-Regulation 
(Statutes Sections 
7:28-12.1 -
7:28-12.9) 
[Required; Date 
Unknown] 

US-Local Ordinance 
80-5 
[Required 09/09/80] 

HS-H00039 
[ Required 01/06/79 1 



I State/Locale Mode Type of 
restriction 

1 Mew Hexico, 
< State 

Truck agency: 
Pegulations 

1 Hew Mexico, 
1 State 

Unknown Legal 
Aspects 

I Hew Hexico, 
\ State 

Unknown Regulations 

I New fork, 
I Binghamton 

Truck Prohibit 

f New rork, 
I Binghamton 

Truck Notify 

I New York, 
1 Cortland County 

Truck Notify; 
Emergency 

Synopsis 
of bill 

Che New Hexico 5evLconment&l Improvement Board 
adopted regulations for radioactive waste 
transport on the state's highways. Uranium 
•ill wastes or weapons-grade aaterial under 
exclusive control of the federal government 
are excluded froa this bill. Routes are 
prescribed by the board. 

A severance tax is imposed on uranium, 
measured by the quantity of uranium oxide 
contained in and recoverable from severed and 
saved uranium-bearing material. The taxable 
event is the sale, transportation out of New 
Hexico, or consumption of the aranium-bearing 
materials, whichever occurs first. 

Provides for the regulation of the 
transportation of radioactive materials. 

No spent nuclear reactor fuel elements or rods 
shall be transported on streets or highways 
maintained by the city of Binghamton. 
Ordinance does not ban such transportaion or. 
streets or highways located in the city of 
Binghamton which are maintained by the state 
of New lork. 

Prohibits the transportation of high-level 
nuclear waste by motor vehicle within the city 
unless notification of such transportation is 
submitted to the Chief of Police at least 48 
hours prior to the shipment. 

Eequests that the U.S. NRC and the U.S. TOT 
notify appropriate law enforcement agencies 
along any route used for the transportsion if 
spent fuels and other high-level wastes, and 
to review and provide assistance to the local 
emergency response agencies. 

Bill nuaber/ 
date enacted 

NH-State Regulation 
[Required 07/01/80"! 

NH-H000fP; 
NH-H00183; 
NS-H00204 
[Required 02/29/80] 

NH-H00398 
[Required 04/10/81] 

NT-City Ordinance 
80-297 
[Required 12/30/80] 

»y-City Ordinance 
8 1 - 2 8 
[Required 03/02/81] 

NT-Kesolution 1B6 
[Required 05/?"/80l 



1 State/Locale Node Type of 
restriction 

Synopsis 
of bill 

Bill nuaber/ | 
date enacted 1 

I New York, 
| Geneva 

Truck; 
Eail 

Notify; 
Pernit 

Requires that city police be notified in 
writing two weeks prior to shipient of 
high-level wastes into or through the city. 
Requires a perait for such transportation 
issued by the city clerk. 

NY-city Ordinance | 
TRequired 03/35/80] 1 

| New York, 
i Ithaca 

All 
•odes 

Prohibit; 
Notify 

Prohibits the transportation and/or storage o f 
high-level radioactive aaterials into or 
through the city. Defense and aedical wastes 
ace exempted froa this ordinance. The nayor 
and chief cf police aust be notified two weeks 
prior to shipaent of these waste materials. 

NY-City Orlinance { 
90-2 | 
[Required 03/05/80] 1 

I New York, 
| New York City 

Truck Penit Restricts shipaents of certain categories ot" 
hazardous aaterials into and through New York 
City unless a Certificate of Saergency 
Transport has been obtained. Restriction 
includes irradiated fuel, plutotviua m i 
uraniua. 

NY-City Prlinance 1 
0175 | 
[Required 01/15/761 | 

I New York, 
\ New York City 

Truck Prohibit Radioactive shipaents are prohibited on the 
facilities of the Triborough Bridge and Tunnel 
Authority. 

NY-Local Regulation | 
[Pequired; Date | 
Onknownl ' 

I New York, 
| Onondaqa County 

Unknown Prohibit Prohibits the transportation of high-leva1 
radioactive waste aaterials into or through 
the county. 

NY- l o ca l Law 2 
[Required 03/02/8 , 

i 

| New York, 
I Peace Bridqe 

Truck Perait; 
Regulations 

Radioactive shipBents are allowed to travel, 
under perait, on the Peace Bridge, provided 
they confora to the regulations of the (J.S. 
DOE, the U.S. DOT, and the ICC. 

Required; Date ( 
Unknown 1 
[Required: Date | 
unknown] 1 

j New York, 
I St. Lawrence 
1 County 

Unknown Pernit Requires a Certificate of Eaerqency Transport 
to be issued at least five working days prior 
to expected date of transport of radioactive 
aaterials. 

NY-ResolutLon 1 
181-80 t 
[Required 08/11/801 | 

I New York, 
I State 

Unknown Aqency; 
Regulations 

3rants state Departaent of Transportation the 
authority to regulate the transportation o f 
radioactive aaterials. 

NY-A077MB | 
[Required 37/21/76 ] | 



t State/Locale I node 
1 

Type of 
restriction 

1 New Tork, 
\ State 

1 
1 Unknown 
1 
1 
1 

Permit 

I New Tork, 
1 State 

1 
1 
J Truck 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

Pegulations; 
Permit; 
Notify 

I New Tork, 
I State 

1 
1 

1 
I Unknown 
1 
1 
1 
1 

regulations 

I New Tork, 
| State 

1 
I Truck 
1 
1 
1 

Permit; 
Regulations 

I New York, 
I State 

1 
I Truck 
1 
1 
1 

Permit; 
Regulations 

I New Tork, 
I State 

! 
i 
1 All 
I modes 
1 
1 
1 

Regulations 

Synopsis 
of bill 

Ho person shall transport into or through the 
state any quantity of radioactive materials 
classified under 10 CPE Part 71 or 99 C?* 
unless a perait is obtained froa the 
Commissioner of Transportation. 

Authorizes the legislative body of each 
municipality in the state to adopt local laws 
prohibiting the transportation of large 
quantity radioactive materials, provide for 
inspections of such shipments, and establish 
and collect a permit fee from carriers. 
Provides for prenotification to affectel local 
governments of the dates, times, amounts and 
routes of the shipments. 

Requires all persons engaged in collecting and 
transporting hazardous vastes to submit tor a 
certificate of registration at least 30 rlays 
prior to transportation. 

Radioactive shipments are allowed to travel, 
under permit, on the facilities of the New 
Tork State Thruway Authority, provide1 they 
comply with the regulations of the U.S. DO?, 
the U.S. DOT, and the ICC. 

Radioactive shipments are allowed to travel, 
under permit, on the facilities of the yew 
Tork State Bridge Authority, provided th«?y 
conform to the regulations of the U.S. D"E, 
the U.S. DOT, and the ICC. 

P.equires compliance with the regulations 
promulgated by the Materials Transportation 
Bureau of the U.S. DOT contained in parts 
170-189 of Title «9 CTR. 

NT-Public let 
79-527 (H OS8 16) 
[Reguired 06/18/791 

!»T-Resolution 133 
fRequired 03/02/811 

Wr-Eegulation 
(Statutes Sections 
361. 1-36U.4) 
(Required 06/27/721 

NY-Regulation 
[Required; Date 
Unknown] 

NI-RegulatLon 
[Required: Date 
Unkown] 

It-Regulation 
(Statutes Sections 
507.1-507.6) 
fRequire* 04/01/77] 



State/locale 

New fork. 
State 

New York, 
State 

New York, 
Suffolk county 

Hew York, 
Syracuse 

New York, 
Villaqe of 
Ratkins Glen 

North Carolina, 
State 

North Carolina, 
State 

North Carolina, 
State 

Rode 

Truck 

Unknown 

Truck 

Truck 

Truck 

Truck 

All 
•odes 

Truck 

Type of 
restriction 

Perait; 
regulations 

Perait; 
Disposal and 
Storage 

Notify 

Regulations 

Prohibit; 
Disposal and 
Storage 

Regulations; 
Notify 

Regulations 

Notify 

Synopsis 
of bill 

Radioactive shipments are allowed to travel on 
the bridges and through the tunnels of the 
Port Authority of New York and New Jersey, 
under permit, provided they confor* to the 
regulations of the U.S. DOE, the U.S. DOT, and 
the ICC. 

Prohibits the transportation of hazardous 
wastes without first obtaining a certificate 
of registration. A perait nust be obtained 
prior to storage, treataent, or disposal of 
hazardous wastes. Copies of a aanifest rust 
be carried by the hazardous waste transoorter. 

Requires prior notice of shipnents of 
radioactive aaterials. 

Bequests rules and regulations be adopted 
relevant to the transportation of spent 
reactor fuel and low-level radioactive 
aaterials. 

Prohibits the transportation and/or storage of 
high-level radioactive aaterials into or 
through or storage within the village. 

Pegulates the transportation of spent fuel and 
requires notification of the Highway Patrol 
prior to shipaent. 

Requires compliance with 46 CFP Part 146, i»9 
CTR Parts 173-179, and 14 CFB Part 19 3, 
relevant to intrastate transportation of 
radioactive materials. 

Prohibits the transport of any spent nuclear 
fuel upon the state highways unless 
notification is given to the Highway Patrol in 
advance of transporting the aaterial. 

Bill nuaber/ 
date enacted 

HY-Regulation 
rReguired; Date 
Unknown] 

NY-Regulation 
(Title 9, Sections 
27-0900 - 27-0919) 
[ Required 09/01/78] 

NY-Local Ordinance 
[Required; Date 
Unknown] 

NY-Resolution 36 
[Required 02/02/811 

sr-Local Law 1 
[Sequired 1980] 

HC-H0 1431 
[Required 01/01/78] 

NC-Regulation 
(Statutes Section 
B. 100) 
[Required; Date 
Unknown] 

MC-tegulation 
(Statutes Section 
20-167. 1) 
[Required; Date 
Unknownl 



1 State/locale Node Type of 
restriction 

Synopsis 
of bill 

Bill nuaher/ 
date enacted 

j Worth Carolina, 
< state 

All 
•odes 

Agency; 
Regulations 

Authorizes the Radiation Protection Commission 
to adopt rules and regulations governing the 
transportation of radioactive materials. 

[Requited; Date 
Unknown1 

1 north Carolina, 
1 State 

Truck Regulations Prohibits the trai.sport by aotor vehicle upon 
the highways of the state any hazardous 
aaterial without placarding or aacking the 
vehicle accordingly. 

NC-Regulation 
(Statutes Section 
20-113.1| 
[Reguired; Date 
Unknownl 

I North Dakota, 
1 State 

Truck Regulations Any vehicle bearing radioactive placards aust 
stop at all railroad crossings. 

Unknown 
[Required; rate 
Unknown! 

I North Dakota, 
I State 

Unknown Pegulations Fegulates the licensing of radioactive 
aaterials, intrastate transportation of 
radioactive aaterial, preparation of aaterial 
for transport, waste disposal, and 
notification of incidents. 

ND-Regulation 
(Statutes 
R23-20.1-03 and 
R23-20.1-0» 
[Required; Date 
Unknown] 

1 Ohio, 
1 Beachwood, 
I Brooklyn, 
j Euclid, 
I lakewood, 
1 Hayfield 
I Village, 
| Olastead Falls, 
I Richmond 
1 Heights, Shaker 
1 Heiqhts, South 
I Euclid 

Truck Prohibit Shipments of spent fuel are banned. OH-City Ordinance 
[Required 08/00/781 

1 Ohio, 
I Cleveland 

Truck Prohibit So radioactive loads are allowed within the 
city Units. There is no restriction on the 
interstates around the city. 

OH-City Oriinance 
rRequired; Date 
Unknown! 



1 State/Locale Hode Type of 
restriction 

Synopsis 
of bill 

Bill number/ | 
date enacted | 

1 Ohio, 
1 Rapie Heights 

Truck Perait; 
Notify 

Requires a perlit froa the Director of safety 
for transporting certain categories of 
radioactive materials by notor vehicle into, 
within, through, or out of the city. 
Notification aust be given two weeks prior to 
shipient. 

OH-city ordinance | 
1978-1U1 | 
[Required 12/06/781 1 

I Ohio, 
j Shaker Heights 

Truck Regulations; 
Perait 

Provides minimum standards and regulations 
insuring the safe shipaent and transportation 
of radioactive aaterials through the city. A 
permit oust be issued for transporting the 
•ateriaIs. 

OH-city Ordinance | 
78-97 | 
[Bequired 07/25/78] | 

{ Ohio, 
I State 

Truck Notify Requires notification of certain state and 
local officials prior to shipments of Large 
quantities of special or by-pcoduct nuclear 
•aterials into or through the state, and to 
declare an emergency. 

OH-S00208 1 
[Required 06/0b/79 1 | 

1 Ohio., 
1 State 

On known Pernit Prohibits the aanufacture, production, 
transfer, or possession of any special nuclear 
•aterial unless a perait has been obtained. 

OH-Regulation j 
(Statutes Sections | 
M 6 3. 01-1163. 06) \ 
[Required 09/09/57] | 

I Ohio, 
1 State 

Unknown Agency: 
Regulations 

Peraits the Departaent of Health to enter for 
inspection any vehicle being used to transport 
or hold hazardous substances. 

OH-Regulation | 
(Statutes Sections | 
3716.01-3716.99) \ 
(Required; Date | 
Unknown] 1 

I Ohio, 
I State 

Unknown Regulations Transporters of radioactive material last 
conply with 19 CFP Parts 170-189 and 11 CPP 
Part 103. 

OH-Regulation 1 
HE-38-37 | 
[Required; Date | 
Unknown! | 

I Ohio, 
I State 

Truck Prohibit Radioactive shipments are prohibited Eros 
travel on the facilities of the State Bridge 
Coanission of Ohio. 

OH-Begulation ( 
rRequired; Date 1 
Unknown] 1 



state/locale" 

Cklahoaa, 
State 

Pennsylvania, 
Pennsylvania 
Turnpike 

Pennsylvania, 
State 

Pennsylvania, 
State 

Pennsylvania, 
State 

Pennsylvania, 
State 

Rhode Island, 
Rhode Island 
Turnpike and 
Bridge Authority 

node 

Unknown 

Truck 

Unknown 

Unknown 

Truck 

Truck 

Truck 

Type of 
restriction 

Agency; 
Regulations; 
Disposal and 
Storage 

Pernit; 
Prohibit 

Regulations; 
Disposal and 
Storage 

Agency; 
Regulations 

Emergency 

Perait; 
Regulations 

Perait; 
Regulations 

Synopsis 
of bill 

Authorizes the Controlled Industrial Haste 
Kanagesect Division to develop rules and 
regulations for the transportation and storage 
of controlled industrial waste, and operation 
of controlled industrial waste processing 
facilities and disposal sites. 

Radioactive loads are not pernitted on the 
Pennsylvania Turnpike unless a perait has been 
received. Shipaents are prohibited through 
ill tunnels on the turnpike. 

Provides for planning and regulation of solid 
waste transportation, storage, collection, 
processing, treatment, and disposal. 

Authorizes the Hazardous Substances 
Transportation Board to regulate the 
transportation of hazardous substances in the 
state. 

The Hazardous Substances Transportation 3oard 
Bust be notified within 30 days after a 
reportable accident occurs relevant to the 
transportation of hazardous naterials. 

Radioactive shipaents are allowed to travel on 
the facilities of the Delaware River Joint 
Toll Bridge Coaaission, under pernit, provided 
they confora to the regulations of the 7.S. 
DOB, the U.S. DOT, and the ICC. 

Radioactive shipaents are allowed to travel, 
under perait, on the Rhode Island Turnpike and 
Bridge Authority, provided they confora to the 
applicable regulations of the U.S. DOE, •he 
U.S. DOT, and the ICC. The perait is issued 
by the Authority and a ainiaua of two hours 
aust be allowed to process the perait. 

Bill nusber/ 
date enacted 

OK-Pegulation 
(Statutes Sections 
2751-2765) 
[Beguired; Date 
Unknown) 

PA-Local ordinance 
[Required; Date 
Unknown] 

PA-HO18U0 
[Required 1980] 

PA-Regulation 
(Statutes Sections 
841. 1-841.14) 
[Required; Date 
Unknownl 

PA-Regulation 
(Statutes Section 
20.3) 
[Required 11/01/79] 

PA-Regulation 
[Required; Date 
Unknown] 

FI-Regulation 
[Required; Date 
Unknown] 



I State/Locale Rode 

I Rhode Island, 
( State 

Truck 

I Rhode Island, 
I State 

Dnknown 

1 Rhode Island, 
1 State 

Unknown 

| Phode Island, 
I State 

Truck 

I South Carolina, 
j Charleston 

Truck 

| South Carolina, 
I State 

Unknown 

Type of 
restriction 

Pernit 

regulations; 
Disposal and 
Storage 

Agency: 
Regulations 

Pernit; 
Notify 

Notify; 
Escort; 
Prohibit 

Perait; 
Notify 

Synopsis 
of bill 

Bill nuaber/ 
date enacted 

Shipaents of radioactive aaterial require a 
state perait prior to traveling state 
highways. An application Bust be filed at 
least 46 hours prior to the coaaenceaent of 
the transportation service over the state 
highways, and subaitted for a period of up to 
two weeks prior to utilization of the oerait. 

The Departaent of Environnenta1 Management is 
responsible for the regulation of the storage, 
transportation, treataent and disposal of 
hazardous wastes. 

The state Radiation Control Agency is 
responsible for the regulation of radiation 
sources relevant to transportation Inspection, 
licensing, and registration. 

Shipnent. of radioactive aaterial would reguire 
a state perait prior to traveling Rhoda island 
highways. An application aust be filed at 
least 48 hours prior to the coaaoncenent of 
the transportation service over the state 
highways, and subaitted for a period of up to 
two weeks prior to utilization of the perait. 

Requires that city police be notifiel in 
writing at least 48 hours before the shipaent 
of any radioactive aaterials so that an escort 
could be arranged. Bans transportation of any 
aaterials such as spent nuclear-reactor fuel 
eleaents or aixed fusion products and other 
c.uclear materials which exceed federally 
recoaaended levels of radiation. 

Any shipper who transports radioactive waste 
into or within the state aust obtain a perait 
froa the Departaent of Health and 
Environmental Control. Notice aust be given 
to the Departaent at least 72 hours before the 
expected date of shipaent. 

Unknown 
[Required 94/24/78] 

RI-Law (Section 
23-46.2-1 -
23-46.2-21} 
[Required; Date 
Onknown] 

RI-Law (Sections 
23-1.3-1 -
23-1.3-19) 
[Required; Date 
Unknown] 

[Requi red 14 /24 /78 ] 

SC-City Oriinance 
rRequired 06/28/70 1 

3C-J>ct Mo. 499, 
Title 13, "hapter 
17 
r aequired J5/2f/80l 



1 State/Locale Rode Type of 
restriction 

1 South 
I State 

Carolina, Onknown Agency; 
Regulations 

I South 
1 State 

Carolina, Unknown Pegulations; 
Emergency 

| South 
( State 

Carolina, All 
modes 

Permit; 
notify 

I South 
| State 

Carolina, Unknown Regulations; 
Disposal and 
Storage 

I South 
I State 

Dakota, Unknown Emergency; 
Regulations; 
Agency 

I South 
1 State 

Dakota, Unknown Regulations 

Synopsis 
of bill 

Authorizes the Department of Health and 
Environmental Control to adopt rules and 
regulations governing the transportation of 
radioactive materials. 

Regulates the licensing of radioactive 
materials, notification of incidents, and 
transportation of radioactive materials. 

Requires a permit before radioactive waste 
could be transported into the state. The 
generator of the waste must have a manifest 
and must notify the Department of Health and 
Environmental Control. 

Regulates the transportation and disposal of 
radioactive wastes, clarifies and expands 
definitions of certain terms in Article 2, 
Chapter 7 of Title 13 of 1976 South Carolina 
Code of Laws, and permits the use of proof of 
insurance in lieu of a hold commerce agreement 
by government transporters. 

F.eguires carriers of radioactive, hazardous or 
toxic materials to adopt and be able to 
implement emergency response procedures in the 
event of a transportation accident. The state 
Department of Transportation adopts 
regulations and emergency response procedures 
in case of an accident including regulations 
to cover allocating costs for damages and 
clean up. 

Requires registration of radiation sources 
prior to production, transport, transfer, 
receipt, acquisition, possession, storage, or 
disposal. 

Bill nuaber/ 
date enacted 

SC-Pegulatton 
(Statutes Sections 
13-7-10 - 13-7-80) 
[Required; Date 
Unknown] 

SC-Regulation 
(Statutes 61-13 
PHA 1.1-PHA 6.8) 
[Required 01/13/79] 

SC-H03350 
[Required 05/26/801 

SC-H02678 (South 
Carolina Code Titl? 
13, Chapter 7, 
Article 2) 
rRequired 06/25/811 

00 

SD-H0 1333 
[Required 03/16/79] 

SD-Eegulation 
(Statutes Sections 
41:03:01:01-14:03:0 
1:16) 
[Reguired; Date 
Unknown] 



I State/Locale Hode Type of | 
restriction | 

1 South Dakota, 
I State 

Truck; 
Bail 

Hotify | 

j Tennessee, 
( Coffee, Rayward, 
1 Knox, Robertson 
I Counties 

Truck Regulations; | 
Radiation | 
Safety and j 
Control | 

I Tennessee, 
1 Hashville 

Truck Prohibit | 

I Tennessee, 
1 state 

Truck Agency; | 
Regulations; | 
Hotify | 

I Tennessee, 
I State 

Truck Regulations | 

1 Tennessee, 
I State 

Truck Agency: | 
Regulations j 

I Tennessee, 
I State 

Truck Hotify | 

Synopsis 
of bill 

Eequires the federal government to notifr the 
governor 72 hoars in advance before 
transporting an; radioactive waste through the 
state. 

Requires the Coaaissioner of Health to place 
radiation aonitoring eguipaent on public 
highways at weigh stations for freight aotor 
vehicles at inspection stations in Knox, 
Coffee, Hayward, and Robertson Counties. 

Prohibits any vehicle transporting hazardous 
aaterials to drive upon any street, alley or 
thoroughfare within the aetropolitan area. 

Authorizes the Public Service Coaaissioa (PSC) 
to inspect and regulate notor vehicles 
transporting hazardous aaterials. Ho spent 
nuclear fuel could be transported upon the 
highways of the state unless notification has 
been given to the PSC. 

Amends Tennessee Code Annotated, Title 65, 
Chapter 15, stating that truck operators 
carrying hazardous aaterials Bust carry a card 
identifying the aaterials being transported. 

The Public Service Coaaission has been 
eapowered to regulate motor carrier transport 
of hazardous aaterials with rules and 
regulations no aore restrictive than at the 
national level. Accidents or leakage of 
hazardous aaterials Bust be reported to the 
state's Civil Defense Agency and appropriate 
coaaunity officials. 

Prohibits the transport of any spent nuclear 
fuel upon the highways of the state unless 
notification is given to the Public Service 
Coaaission in advance. 

Bill nuaber/ 
date enacted 

SD-S00065 
[Required 32/27/80] 

TH-S01884 
(Required 04/30/80] 

TH-city Ordinance 
79-1265 
[Beguired 04/03/79] 

TH-H01288 
[Required 05/31/791 

Unknown 
(Required 07/01/79] 

TH-State Requlation 
[Required; Date 
Unknown] 

TH-Regulation (1979 
Statutes Supplement 
Section 65-1528) 
[Bequired 1979] 



1 State/Locale Mode Type of 
restrict ion 

1 Tennessee, 
1 State 

Unknown Regulations; 
Disposal and 
Storage 

1 Tennessee, 
1 State 

Unknown Aqency; 
Regulations 

) Tennessee, 
t State 

Unknown Permit 

1 Tennessee, 
< State 

Unknown Regulations; 
Emergency 

1 Texas, 
1 Saytoun-Laporte 
1 Tunnel 

Truck Prohibit 

I Texas, 
I Dallas 

Un known Prohibit 

j Texas, 
I SI Paso 

Truck Prohibit; 
Permit 

Synopsis 
of bill 

Bill nuaber/ 
date enacted 

Prohibits the transport, storage, treatment, 
or disposal of hazardous waste in the state 
without first having registered with the 
zoamissioner. The commissioner is authorized 
to adopt rules and regulations governing the 
registration of such activities. 

Authorizes the Tennessee Department of 
Agriculture to regulate the transportation of 
hazardous substances in the state. 

Prohibits the manufacture, production, 
transfer, or possession of any special nuclear 
•aterial unless a license or pernit has been 
received. 

Requires reporting of certain accidents or 
incidents involving hazardous material's 
transportation. 

Prohibits the transportation of reactor fuel 
greater than a total of 200 curies through the 
Baytoun-Iaporte Tunnel. 

P.estricts the transportation of all hazardous 
materials, including nuclear naterials, to 
specified routes around the city. 

P.estricts the transportation of enriched 
uranium, spent reactor fuel elements and other 
radioactive material to three major highway 
arteries, and requires the shipper to obtain a 
perait from the Fire Marshall and the Health 
Officer prior to the shipment. 

TN-Regulation 
(Statutes Sections 
53-6301 - !>3-6315 
[Required 1975] 

TN-Regulation 
(Statutes Sections 
53-3712 - 53-3723) 
[Beguired; Date 
Unknown] 

TN-Regulation 
(Statutes Sections 
53-3101 - 53-3105) 
[Required; Date 
Unknown] 

TN-h'01286; 
TN-S009r.B (Chapter 
188, Sections 
7-6-301 - 7-6-303) 
[Required OU/23/791 

rx-1-ocal Regulation 
[Required; Date 
Unknown] 

TJt-City Dr3inar.ce 
[Required; Date 
Unknown] 

TX-City Orlinance 
[Required; Date 
Unknown] 



I State/Locale I (lode 
1 

Type of 
restriction 

I Texas, 
I State 

1 
I Unknown 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
I 

Agency; 
Regulations; 
Disposal and 
Storage 

1 Texas, 
I state 

1 

1 
I Truck 
1 
1 
1 

Regulations 

I Utah, 
| State 

1 
I Unknown 
t 

Regulations 

1 Utah, 
I State 

1 
\ Truck 
1 
1 « 

Agency; 
Regulations 

Bill nuaber/ 
date enacted 

Creates the Texas Radiation Control Agency 
eapowered to establish rules and guidelines 
for transporting and routing radioactive 
aaterials within the state, acquire property 
at which radioactive wastes can be disposed 
of, establish a classification systea for 
radioactive wastes, and conduct studies of the 
need for waste processing facilities. 

Enforces regulations adopted by the Departaent 
of Public Safety relevant to transporting 
hazardous aaterials upon the state's highways. 

Adopts the Departaent of Transportation 
regulations. 

Requires the Departaent of Transportation to 
adopt regulations necessary for the safe 
transportation of hazardous aaterials. 

TX -S00480 
[Required 0U/01/81] 

TX-Regulation 
(Statutes Section 
6701d) 
[Required 08/30/71] 

UT-S00041 
f R e q u i r e d 0 3 / 1 U / 7 9 ] 

UT-Regulatlon 
(Statutes Section 
U1-6-15U1 
[Required 19791 



State/Locale 

Tecsont. 
Barnet, Benson, 
Berlin, 
Charlotte, 
Chittenden, 
Clarendon, Fair 
Haven, 
Fairfield, 
Fairlee, Grand 
isle, Greensboro 
Bend, Guilford, 
Harlboro, 
Hiddletown 
springs, at. 
Holly, Hewfane, 
Norwich, Pawlet, 
Pittsford, 
Plainfield, 
Putney, 
Randolph, 
Rochester, 
Rutland, 
Shrewsbury, 
Thetford, 
Versb.ire, nest 
Halifax, Weston, 
Woodbury, 
Woodford 

Vernont. 
State 

Vernont, 
State 

Hode 

Onk nown 

Unknown 

Unknown 

Type of 
restriction 

Power; 
Prohibit; 
Disposal and 
Storage 

Agency; 
Pegulations; 
Emergency 

Agency; 
Regulations 

Synopsis 
of bill 

Prohibits the construction and operation of 
commercial nuclear reactors and the 
transportation, storage or disposal of 
radioactive wastes within town Units. 

Authorizes the State Departaent of 
Transportation to promulgate rules and 
regulations governing the transportation of 
hazardous naterials, including radioactivity. 
Establishes a Hazardous HateriaIs coaaittee to 
develop an emergency plan in case of an 
accident. 

The Veraont Department of Transportation is 
authorized to promulgate rules and regulations 
governing the transportation of hazardous 
materials. 

Bill nuaber/ 
date enacted 

?T-City Orlinance 
[Required; Date 
Unknown] 

VT-K00549 
[Required 04/01/781 

Unknown 
[Required 0«/0r/781 



State/Locale node Type of 
restriction 

Synopsis 
of bill 

Bill nuaber/ | 
date enacted j 

Veraont, 
State 

ill 
lodes 

Notify Requires the Director of occupational Health 
to be notified at least two working days prior 
to transporting radioactive materials into, 
out of, through, or within the state. 

VT-^egulation | 
(Statutes Section | 
5-311) | 
'Required; Date | 
Unknown] | 

Virginia, 
State 

Unknown Notify Prohibits the transport of 
hazardous/radioactive aaterials in the 
Coiaonvealth of Virginia unless the 
Coordinator of the Office of Eaergency 
Services has been notified no later than five 
days prior to the transport of such materials. 

VA-H01918 | 
[Required 03/27/79 1 | 

virqinia. 
State 

Unknown Escort Requires araed guards on every shipment of 
radioactive wastes that passes through the 
state. 

Unknown 1 
[Required; Date | 
Unknown] I 

Virginia, 
State 

Unk nown Regulations Proposes regulations for the possession and/or 
transportation of radioactive aaterial. State 
Board of Health is reguired to establish and 
administer a radiation control prograa. 

VA-S00646 (Statutes | 
Sections 32. 1-227 - | 
32. 1-238) | 
[Required 04/02/791 | 

Virginia, 
State 

Truck Permit; 
Regulations 

Limited radioactive shipaents are allowed to 
travel, under perait, on the bridges and 
highways and through the tunnels of the 
Virginia Oepartaent of Highways, provided they 
conform to the regulations of the U.S. 902, 
and the U.S. DOT, and the ICC. 

VA-Regulation 1 
[Required; Date | 
Unknown] i 

Virginia, 
State 

All 
nodes 

Pegulations Prohibits the transport of any radioactive 
aaterial except in the Banner prescribed by 
the state Corporation Commission. 

VA-Kegulation ( 
(statutes sections 1 
18.2-274 - ( 
18.2-278) | 
[Required; Date | 
Unknown] 1 

Virginia, 
State 

Unknown Agency; 
Regulations 

Authorizes the Board of Health to adopt rules 
and regulations governing the transportation 
of hazardous aaterials. 

VA-H01023 | 
[Required 04/07/8 0 1 | 

I 



1 State/Locale node Type of 
restrict ion 

I Synapsis 
1 of hill 

Bill ember/ { 
date enacted | 

I Vashinqton, 
I State 

Truck Regulations I 3rants to state patrol chief authority to 
I adopt and enforce federal and additional 
I regulations for control of hazardous aaterials 
I transportation by notor carriers. Requires 
1 inspection of cargo for proper securing and 
I loading consistent with rules. 

WA-H01807 | 
[Required 02/27/801 | 

1 Washington, 
I State 

All 
•odes 

Permit 1 Requires a bill of lading with a red border 
| for the transport of hazardous aaterials 
I within the state. 

WA-H01979 | 
[Required 03/13/80] | 

| Washington, 
I State 

Truck Regulations 1 Sets a scale of fines fron <250 to *500 for 
I noncompliance of regulations pertaining to 
I vehicle equipment on notor carriers 
I transporting hazardous Materials. 

WA-S03331 | 
(Required 03/10/801 | 

| Rest Virginia, 
1 State 

Unknown Regulations | Requires compliance with regulations of the 
| U.S. NRC, and the U.S. COT, the U.S. Postal 
I Service, and other federal agencies relevant 
I to the intrastate transportation of 
| radioactive aaterial. 

WV-Pegulation j 
(Statutes Section | 
311.1 - 311.2) | 
[Required; Date 1 
Unknown] | 

1 Vest Virginia, 
j West Virginia 
I Turnpike 

Truck Perait I Radioactive loads are not pernitted on the 
j West Virginia Turnpike unless a perait has 
I been issued. 

HV-Local Ordinance [ 
[Required; Date | 
Unknown] ( 

I Wisconsin, 
I State 

Unknown Aqency; 
Regulations 

I Authorizes the Department of Natural Resources 
I to regulate the aanageaent of hazardous waste 
j in the state. 

Wl-ftegulation j 
(Statutes Sections | 
144.60-144.74) | 
(Required; Date ( 
Unknown] | 


